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From the Editor
Welcome to Issue 34 of KiwiFlyer. There’s a good
cross section of content within and we hope that
most aviation enthusiasts will find something that
appeals, especially with our feature on Noel Kruse’s
stunning Ryan STM-S2. I can’t imagine anyone not
finding that to be a most appealing aircraft. Here’s a
quote from Vicky at Gordon & Gotch who are the
KiwiFlyer distributors; “Considering I’m not a plane
person, I must admit that is one gorgeous looking
cover.” It sure is, and congratulations to Noel and
his helpers for their achievements – and also to
Chris Gee for taking some fine photographs. That’s
not easy when the highly polished fuselage wants to
reflect every ray of sunshine straight back at you.
Another significant feature of this issue is our Guide
to the annual Aviation NZ industry event, this year
the Aviation Leadership Summit at Wellington, 20-22
July. We’ve been able to publish full programmes and
all the currently available information for the three
days. A lot of very interesting content and speakers
have been organised so do have a look and consider
whether you should attend for all or part of the event.
We’ll be there as part of the Trades Expo so call by
and say hello.
Many aircraft operators will be aware of the gradual
shift happening as navigation technology moves from
ground based, to satellite based systems. Eventually,
avionics changes to operate with such systems will
be mandated and it won’t exactly be inexpensive to
comply. One solution is to migrate to the technology
in stages, perhaps catalysed by replacing rather than
repairing equipment over time. Such options are
clearly explained in an article in this issue.
Many readers will know I’m a bit of an autogyro fan
so it mightn’t be a surprise that the first KiwiFlyer
project aircraft is going to be an autogyro. We’re
going to demonstrate how to have the most fun, for
the least money (in our opinion) by building a kitset
Dominator supplied by Autoflight in Hamilton. This
will be back-to-basics flying. There won’t be anything
on the aircraft that isn’t absolutely necessary to get
it off the ground. That means no pod or screen,
minimal instruments, and 360 degree views in every
direction. It will also offer very short take offs
and landings, and given how light it should be, will
perform with quite some vigour. We’ll keep you up to
date as we make progress over the next 12 months.
Winter seems to have struck most of the country
with a vengeance lately so hopefully there’s a weeklong stationary high just around the corner. Fly safe.

Michael Norton

Editor, KiwiFlyer Magazine
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Industry and Community News Briefs
Cirrus Aircraft appoint NZ Distributor

Cirrus Aircraft of Duluth, Minnesota have recently announced
the appointment of Cirrus Aircraft NZ, a trading arm of Avcraft
Engineering NZ Ltd. as the first and sole distributor of the
Cirrus Aircraft range throughout New Zealand. Earlier this year
Avcraft Engineering NZ Ltd. was appointed as the Cirrus Aircraft
Authorised Service Centre for New Zealand.
Based at Feilding Aerodrome in the lower North Island, Cirrus
Aircraft New Zealand is in an ideal strategic position to handle sales
and demonstrations throughout the country.
Sales Manager for the new operation based in Feilding is Bruce
Brownlie, who says that in addition to sales and service, they will
be offering specific Cirrus Aircraft instruction under the Cirrus
Standardised Instructor Pilot Programme - a requirement for
anyone purchasing a new aircraft. This advanced programme will be
available for initial and recurrent training of present Cirrus Aircraft
owners, pilots and anyone purchasing a pre-owned aircraft.
A new Cirrus SR22 GTS Generation5 Platinum Edition will
arrive late in August. This aircraft is available for sale immediately
and will be used for a New Zealand wide demonstration tour.

Bruce says he is highly enthusiastic with the prospect of
promoting such an exciting range of aircraft and notes that
increasingly the SR20 model is becoming more and more prevalent
in the training environment where students are requiring advanced
glass screen capability. In addition the Vision SF50 jet comes into
production next year and someone will have the honour of being
the first in NZ to place an order for a position. Advanced orders
for this model now number close to 550.
Contact Bruce on 0274 438 373 or visit www.cirrusaircraft.co.nz
Defying Gravity Holiday Experience

TOTAL AIRFIELD SOLUTIONS
Cost efficient, scalable, flexible,
maintenance free, off-grid, remote
controlled, solar airfield lighting for
fixed-wing and helicopter operations.
Globally proven. P: 0800 687 388

renewablesolutions.co.nz
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Something for the children at MOTAT Auckland, 5-20 July:
Earn your MOTAT Aeronaut’s Licence and learn about the four
basic principles of flight. Complete gravity-themed activities, earn
stamps in your Aeronaut Licence book and go into the draw to win
a fantastical flying prize pack!
Four fun-filled and educational activities will help you to answer
questions surrounding gravity.
In Fantastic Flying Machine, design and build your very own
flying machine and test it in the MOTAT wind tunnel! Drop Copter
lets you build and decorate your very own copter and test how
well it spins. Try to keep your Mini Parachute in the air the longest
and make your own Strawket (straw rocket) to see if you can make
yours Blast Off!
Visit www.motat.org.nz for more info.
New CRM Courses in August

Bob Feerst from Utilities Aviation Specialists will be back in NZ
during August to present new CRM courses in Taupo and Dunedin.
At Taupo on 12th August will be ‘CRM in the Wire and
Obstruction Environment’. This is a refresher (with updated
content) of the globally acclaimed course Bob has presented to
operators world-wide.
At Dunedin on 14th August will be ‘Crew Resource Management
in the Low Level environment’. This is a new course prepared
specifically for NZ / Australian audiences. Although still containing
some technical wires content, this course has more focus on the
CRM and decision-making of pilots and non-pilot/crew-members
who routinely fly onboard.
Operators requiring CRM certification should note that:
• Australian Rural Fire Service (RFS) have confirmed, that an
attendance certificate from either of these courses will be accepted
as meeting their contract CRM requirements.
• The CRM component of either course will meet the Ambulance
NZ accreditation requirement for CRM training.
• Evidence of attendance at either course will continue to
satisfy the TransPower Service Specifications TPSS 02.08 Use of
helicopters (Issue 4 June 2011) requirement for specific wire strike
avoidance training.
Visit www.totalaviationquality.co.nz to enrol or for more
information. Discounts are available for multiple bookings.
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Industry and Community News Briefs
Aeromotive secures CTC Aviation
maintenance contract

CTC Aviation Training NZ Ltd (CTC
Aviation) and Aeromotive Ltd have signed
a 4 year agreement to provide aircraft
maintenance support for CTC Aviation’s
38 aircraft fleet of DA20 Katanas, Cessna
172s and DA42 Twin Star aircraft. The total
contract value is around $1.8m per annum.
Peter Stockwell, Chief Operating Officer
of CTC Aviation NZ, said the contract
builds on a successful nine years of aircraft
maintenance activity between the two
companies.

As part of the agreement, CTC Aviation
will continue to provide Aeromotive with
hangar capacity at its Hamilton Airport
facility. Combined with Aeromotive’s other
facilities, most major inspections or repairs
can be completed in-house.
CEO of Aeromotive, Don McCracken,
says their work includes around the clock
airframe repairs, routine inspections
and servicing, adding; “This agreement
represents a tremendous opportunity for
Aeromotive, a leader in NZ and South
Pacific aircraft maintenance solutions, to
continue to work in partnership with CTC.”

Two young women win prestigious
soaring award

22 year old Abbey Delore and 17 year
old Enya McPherson were awarded the
CWF Hamilton Trophy at Gliding NZ’s
recent annual conference. This trophy is
awarded to a New Zealander operating
in New Zealand for the most meritorious
flight that is a NZ gliding record.
There were four NZ records broken
during the year, but the one judged most
meritorious was the female 100 km outand-return speed record achieved by two
of gliding’s youngest pilots. Flying a twoseater Janus B glider they achieved 131.99
km/h on the Kaimai Ridge while flying
at the Matamata Soaring Centre Youth
Soaring Development Camp over Easter
2013. Not content with their efforts, in
spite of knowing that they had broken
the women’s record, the pair took off
the next day in an attempt to improve on
their record. Unfortunately conditions
were not as conducive to speed and they
landing out, letting the record stand.
Abbey and Enya are surprised at the
attention their record has received and
have plans to attempt other women’s
gliding records, many of which have not
been improved upon since the 1970s.

ARDMORE
HANGARAGE
Full Service Hangarage available
now at Ardmore Airport
20m x 5.5m Power Doors
Large Apron
Sealed Taxiway
Long Term or Short Term

Corporate Jet Services Limited
P: (09) 298 6249

Game Changer: Cessna Turbo Skylane JT-A
CESSNA have officially entered the compression ignition market
by a single power lever. In addition to lowering pilot workload, the
and they’ve entered it with what NZ distributor Flghtline Aviation
system helps prevent exceedences and makes challenging hot starts
describes as a game-changer. The Turbo Skylane JT-A is Cessna’s
a thing of the past. The power control system also has built-in
first foray into diesel powered aircraft so it isn’t surprising they are
diagnostics and a mechanical back up.
leading with the all-round utility of the 182 model. The versatile
The Cessna Skylane comes with all the aesthetic trimmings
Cessna 182 has proven to be a staple for many small-scale transport
expected of a factory new aircraft. The cabin has advanced soundand freight operators, plus training organisations, as well as an ideal
proofing, and ergonomic leather seats have been designed to
aircraft for the general aviator wanting more range and power than
encourage circulation and to help keep the pilot fresh and alert.
smaller models can offer.
Each new JT-A model
The JT-A is potentially an
comes equipped with a
aircraft on the leading edge
Garmin G1000 avionics
of an aeromotive revolution.
suite, custom designed for
Diesel engines have become
Cessna. This all-glass system
known for efficiency, but
integrates primary flight,
reliability, power concerns
engine, and sensor data,
and low TBOs have until now
providing intuitive situational
prevented diesel power from
awareness at a glance. Real
gaining traction in mainstream
time, flight-critical data
aviation applications.
is displayed on two large,
Consigning such restrictions
configurable high resolution
to the past, the JT-A delivers
screens, supporting the pilot
227 horsepower, with a
without diverting attention
certified ceiling of 20,000ft
from flying the actual aircraft
The Cessna Turbo Skylane JT-A arrives in September for a demonstration tour of NZ. which is also equipped with a
and TBOs at a previously
unheard of 2400hours – still only using 11 gallons of fuel per hour.
GFC 700 autopilot. This system has functions normally found on
The Turbo Skylane JT-A is powered by a four cylinder, air
larger commercial aircraft, such as offering a one-touch Go Around
cooled, direct drive Safran SMA SR305-230E-C1 engine. SMA has
button and Flight level changes. With precise vertical and horizontal
been designing compression-ignition engines for aircraft since their
guidance it can place the aircraft right on the nose of an approach,
inception, and Safran SMA have a history in aviation engineering
even also scheduling climb and descent airspeeds. The Cessna
that dates back to the early 1900s.
Skylane JT-A is already ADS-B compliant and has a range of other
Turning a composite propeller at a relatively docile 2200rpm,
systems that can be installed such as Enhanced Vision System
the Turbo Skylane JT-A also registers a smaller noise signature than
(SVT), Storm Scope, Traffic Advisory System (TAS) and more.
other aircraft in its class. Eco-conscious pilots will be pleased to
hear the JT-A produces 97.5% less carbon monoxide and 28.5%
On tour in September
less carbon dioxide than a similar avgas engine. It is also capable
Stephen Boyce, National Sales and Marketing Manager for NZ
of delivering a useful load of over 1000lbs, has a range exceeding
Cessna distributor Flightline Aviation, describes the new Cessna
1300nm and can fly using up to 40% less fuel for unprecedented
Skylane JT-A as an aircraft for tomorrow, available today. He
fuel economy.
says that in partnership with Cessna Textron, they are delighted
The same level of innovation is reflected in the engine’s control
to be bringing a game-changing JT-A to New Zealand for a
technology. One, rather than three separate controls manage the
demonstration tour in September 2014. To register your interest in
engine. With propeller RPM controlled automatically, all engine
viewing the aircraft, contact Stephen Boyce at stephen@ohl.co.nz
power and fuel management on the Turbo Skylane JT-A is handled

Jet-A fuel in Cessna’s all new 182 Turbo Skylane JT-A truly makes a world of
difference. Not just lower fuel expense, but worldwide availability. Longer time
between engine overhauls. And to top it off - 30% to 40% lower fuel burn than
comparable AvGas engines. Add a single power lever, increased range and
better performance together with the enormous fuel advantage and you’ve got a
single-engine turbo that leaves the rest behind.
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KiwiFlyer Feature: Ryan STM
contributed by Chris Gee

Noel Kruse and Ryan STM-S2 ‘Charlie’
and his crew back to his waiting Caribou he changed his mind. He
offered to sell it for $20,000.
Noel was certain this was more than he could afford. He had
recently bought a house for $28,000 and had just been offered a
fully operational Chipmunk for $16,000. His bank manager turned
out to be quite the aviation enthusiast, but the repayments were
definitely more than he could afford on his salary. Noel’s wife went
back over the figures and realised
the bank manager had made a
A serendipitous discovery
mistake in his calculations, and
In 1980, a few years before he
it turned out they could indeed
left the RAAF, Noel came across
afford it! Victorious, Noel
an advertisement for a Ryan
signed on the dotted line and
STM for sale. The aircraft was
became, many years after his first
in Jerilderie, a tiny town in New
encounter with the aircraft as a
South Wales. Stuck on a desk
boy, the proud owner of a Ryan
job at the time Noel used his last
STM-S2.
currency flying hours from the
Val’s farm had been sold and
RAAF to take a Caribou down to
the aircraft had to be retrieved
the town, about two hour’s flight
from the barn quickly. Noel
from Richmond Airbase where he
found an RAAF C-130 Hercules
that was about to undertake a
was stationed. At this point, the
training flight from Richmond
Caribou was the largest aircraft to
Airbase to Edinburgh in
ever use the thousand-meter grass
Adelaide and back. He talked his
strip, and a crowd came out from
commanding officer around to
the town to witness the spectacle.
his cunning plan. Jerilderie was
A man named Val Chapman
only a 20 minute detour, and the
who was helping sell the aircraft
Noel Kruse with his newly restored pride and joy, AK-ABC “Charlie’.
crew was keen for the challenge
in question met Noel and showed
of the Jerilderie air strip. An Army Landrover with a trailer and
him the aircraft tucked into a hay-barn. It was a rusty red ‘letterbox’
crew was also recruited, and loaded in the C-130. The Hercules
colour, in poor condition and had a non-standard Gypsy engine.
Noel was not interested in this specimen. Right at the back of the
really was the biggest airplane to land at the tiny grass-strip at
barn, however, was a massive tarpaulin sheet with two polished
Jerilderie, and once again the whole town came out to witness the
metal wheel fairings visible underneath. “What’s that?” Noel asked.
commotion. The Landrover was driven off towards the barn while
“It’s my Ryan,” Val exclaimed, “and it is not for sale”.
the Hercules took off to resume its training flight, promising to
Under the tarpaulin, covered in dust and full of hornets’ nests,
pick them up in four hours on the return journey.
They quickly strapped up the Ryan’s undercarriage, removed the
but in excellent condition, was the very aircraft Noel had been
wings, and loaded it onto the trailer. At that time the aircraft was
dreaming of all those years. It had the original Menasco engine and
registered as VH-AHC. Val Chapman’s daughter remarked, “It will
a polished metal fuselage, just like the aircraft Noel had seen as a
be sad to see Charlie go. That’s its name, Alpha Hotel ‘Charlie’ ”.
kid. Noel wanted it very badly. Val wouldn’t budge. However, after
a few hours of aviation chatter, as Val drove a defeated Noel Kruse
The Hercules returned. The Landrover and trailer were driven on-

Chris Gee

THE story of how this immaculate and unique aircraft built in
1940 and first flown in January 1941, came to be flying over the
Waikato today is one of both perseverance and serendipity. Many
years ago Noel Kruse, a young boy, was flying model airplanes at
his local airfield. An airplane taxied past that simply took his breath
away. It looked like a silver bullet, a sleek monoplane of polished
metal. This image of a Ryan STM became permanently etched into
his mind.

Seen here in single seat configuration, the Ryan is as gorgeous in the flesh as it is in these pictures taken by Chris Gee over the Waikato countryside.

board and strapped down. On landing at Richmond Airbase they
taxied to a remote 38 Sqn hanger where Charlie was unloaded and
stored.
Noel stripped the fuselage back to its skeletal parts, and blew
many years of detritus out with a fire hose. He then set about
stripping the aircraft back to its constituent parts, and had the good
sense to pressure spray an inhibiting agent usually used for the
Caribou’s engines into every orifice of the Menasco. At this point it
was expected the refurbishment would take a year or two, but with
Noel leaving the RAAF and starting his own flying school, spare
time became a luxury that he didn’t have, and work on his Ryan was
restricted to part cleaning and protection. One of Noel’s students
was a professional aircraft restorer, and swapped navigation training
for work on the aircraft, meticulously completing all the fabric
work. Once, during a ferrying flight of another Ryan STM, Noel
stopped for fuel at an airfield outside Sydney. A local man came up
and enquired about the engine, exclaiming he might have a part for
it and would Noel like to have it? Of course Noel said yes and a
few weeks later he was presented with a brand new super-charger
for a Menasco Engine. This was the only spare part he would have
for the aircraft.

It took Noel 34 years to restore ‘Charlie’, well worth the effort now.

Restoring and flying ‘Charlie’

It wasn’t until Noel moved to New Zealand with a shipping
container full of pieces, 26 years after first purchasing Charlie,
that the opportunity to get fully stuck into the restoration arose.
Located in the hangar next door to Paul Waterhouse and Central
Aero Engineering, who would provide supervision and support, the
project began in earnest.
Noel knew the biggest issue was going to be the engine, which
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Looking like a winged silver bullet, the Ryan has lovely proportions.

If you’re involved in a project that might interest KiwiFlyer readers then let us know and we’ll share it. Contact Michael on 0800 535 937.
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KiwiFlyer Feature: Ryan STM

About Noel Kruse

The 150hp super-charged Menasco engine.

Control surfaces are fabric.

had not been run since 1977. If the engine was a no-go, he
wasn’t sure what he would do. Noel spent a week flushing out the
inhibiting agent with diesel, and to his astonishment the engine
was in an excellent state. Even the inside of the crankcase was still
painted a gleaming red, as was sometimes done in the 1940s. Under
Paul’s supervision, Noel pulled down, inspected and rebuilt the
engine himself. Then on the 9th of January 2012, he ran the engine
for the first time. It started straight away and ran smoothly until a
large outpouring of smoke forced a shutdown. It turned out that
the fault was in the super-charger, the only part that Noel had a
brand new spare for. Within a week the engine was removed, fixed
and reinstalled, where it ran beautifully.
With the engine done the final reassembly of the airframe was
completed and the associated paperwork submitted to the CAA
over the next 18 months. 16 October 2013 saw Charlie’s first flight
in 36 years. The aircraft performed brilliantly, with Noel carrying
out two flights on that first day. The only alteration needed was a
small trim tab to fix an issue with the aileron that was damaged in
the hanger roof collapse over sixty years earlier. Noel systematically
expanded Charlie’s flight envelope as he tested the aircraft in all
flight modes, including spinning, and is now confident enough

The Menasco exhaust - beauty in the details.

in the work he has done to fly regular aerobatics in it, as it was
originally intended to be flown.
After a journey that spans from 1940 to 2014, Charlie is a
welcome addition to New Zealand’s classic aircraft scene. It was
with great delight we took Charlie out for an Air to Air photo shoot
over the Karapiro Dam in Waikato, which, coincidentally, was also
built in 1940. The aircraft was due to be converted back into two
seat configuration soon after our photo-shoot, so it was fortunate
to capture the images as a single seater. Immense numbers of
man-hours have gone into restoring this aircraft and the quality
of craftsmanship is simply astounding. ZK-ABC is virtually ‘as
original’, with small compromises made by adding small nonobtrusive communications equipment to meet the requirements of
flying in modern airspace.
KiwiFlyer would like to thank Noel Kruse for the time and
perseverance it took to get this magnificent aircraft back into the
air, and for the opportunity to photograph it in its natural element.
We would also like to thank Mike Slack for flying the camera ship,
and Dave Homewood for the invaluable information contained
in his excellent podcasts and interviews with Noel, which can be
found at: www.cambridgeairforce.org.nz/WONZ_Show.

NOEL has a successful and varied flying career. As a boy he
worked as a tarmac hand in lieu of flying lessons and airtime, at
the Royal Victorian Aero Club at Moorrabin Airport, in Melbourne
Australia. He gained his PPL at age 17. Noel then joined the Royal
Australian Air Force, and after training on CAC Winjeels and DH
Vampires was selected to be a young fighter pilot. He flew the CAC
CA-27 Sabre, a highly modified and upgraded Australian made
version of the North American F-86F Sabre. Noel flew Sabres for
many years with four different squadrons both in Australia and
South East Asia and after a stint as a Sabre and Canberra Bomber
test pilot became a fighter combat instructor. Noel loved flying
the Sabre so much that he stayed with it until its retirement from
service in 1971.
‘Too old’ to transition to the new Mirage III that was replacing
the Sabre, even though he was only 27, he moved to No 38
Squadron flying DHC-4 Caribou transports. These operated from
remote and difficult locations all over this corner of the world.
Noel became Commanding Officer of No 38 Squadron in 1978.
As well as operational flying Noel organised many civilian
and military air shows around Australia, and became involved in
competitive aerobatics, eventually leaving the Air Force in 1983.
Over his career he had become aware of a general lack of good
civilian aerobatic flight training, so he started his own flying school,
the Sydney Aerobatic School, which he operated for 22 years at
Bankstown Airport near Sydney.
In 2006 he relocated to New Zealand on a contract with Alpha
Aviation, as a test pilot for their Alpha 120 and Alpha 160 Robins.
He is now based in a hangar at Hamilton airfield which ‘Charlie’
shares with Noel’s other aeroplanes, a Pitts Special (‘The PIG’)
and a Piel Emeraude (‘Rosebud’). After more than 53 years of
flying and around 18,000 hours in the air as a military, civilian and
test pilot, Noel is keen to pass on his lifetime of experience. He is
deeply concerned by the modern ‘shortcut’ streamlining that is a
fact of the modern flying school system.

The rear cockpit.

Upside down for some graceful aerobatics.
Fly Better

Noel’s book series Fly Better, the things you should have been
taught when learning to fly, contain many of his insights. They are
published free on the internet and can be downloaded by going to
www.flybetter.co.nz

How much is your life worth?

Now available for Cessna 172 and 182

Chris Gee

ATTENTION:
FLIGHT SCHOOLS, AIR FORCE, COASTGUARD
PROTECT YOUR PEOPLE NOW
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BRS Whole Aircraft Parachute distribution and service is now available in New Zealand from Leading
Edge Aviation Ltd. We are the only factory authorised repacking centre in the Southern Hemisphere.
Phone Bryn Lockie on 09 973 5119

Email: leadingedge@ParakaiAirfield.co.nz

KiwiFlyer is focused on the New Zealand aviation marketplace. Call us to discuss how we can help your business.

www.brsaustralia.com
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KiwiFlyer Feature: Ryan STM
contributed by Chris Gee

History of the Ryan STM
THE origin of the Ryan STM harks
back to the late 1920s and
T. Claude Ryan, one of the principal
designers of the Ryan Airways NYP
Spirit of St. Louis, which carried
Charles Lindbergh on his flight from
New York to Paris in 1927. Ryan
went on to start his own aircraft
design business ‘Ryan Aeronautical
Company’, whose first product was
the Ryan ST or ‘Sports Trainer’.
It was designed as a wire-braced
monoplane, with two seats and dual
controls. Instead of standard (for
the time) wooden construction,
the Ryan ST was built mostly from
metal. The fuselage was made up of
elliptical steel bulkheads covered in an
aluminium skin. The wings, control
surfaces, and tail were made from
steel tube, solid spruce spars and
aluminium ribs, which were covered in
fabric. The leading edges of the wings
were made from aluminium, and the
main landing gear had streamlined
shock-absorbing metal fairings.
The Ryan ST first flew in 1934
with a 95hp Menasco B4 engine, but
was noticeably underpowered. In
1935 a new version, the Ryan STA
was flown with a 125hp Menasco
C4 engine. A famous sports and
barnstorming pilot Tex Rankin asked
for a larger engine, and the Ryan
ST-A-Special was flown with a 150hp
super-charged Menasco C4S engine.

12

Military Versions

Top: The Ryan STA in single seat configuration outside the hangar of
the Ryan Aeronautical Company. Above: An original ST in dual seat
configuration, likely taken with the team involved in construction.
Images from San Diego Air and Space Museum Archives.
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The military noticed the
performance of this aircraft; however
they demanded more cockpit room
for their aircrews’ parachutes. This
prompted a new version, the Ryan
STM - ‘Sports Trainer Military’.
Moving the longerons from the inside
of the cockpit to the outside widened
the cockpit access. The aircraft sold to
the Air Forces of Mexico, Honduras,
Guatemala and Ecuador. Interest was
shown by the United States Army Air
Corp, but the USAAC also wanted a
radial engine and roll-over protection
for the pilots. Ryan set upon an
entirely new design, which became
the PT-20 and PT-22. These aircraft
went on to become the USAAC’s first
monoplane trainer, and evolved off
into their own separate aircraft family
altogether.
During the early years of WWII,
the original Ryan STM had some
further export success, with purchases
by the Air Forces of China, Argentina
and the Netherlands. By the time
the first Dutch aircraft were ready
for delivery, the Netherlands was
already under German occupation,
so they were shipped directly to
the Netherlands East Indies (now
known as Indonesia). 60 went to
the Netherlands East Indies Air
Force, and a further 60, modified
with a beefed-up centre section to

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

be seaplane capable, were delivered
to the Netherlands East Indies Naval
Air Service as Ryan STM-S2s. When
the Japanese swept down through
the Pacific and reached Indonesia in
1942 all of the NEI Air Force Ryans
were captured or destroyed, but 34
of the Naval Air Service aircraft were
evacuated by ship to Australia. All
the aircraft sent to China and South
America were destroyed during the
war, so the only Ryan STMs that still
existed were these 34 refugee aircraft.
They were adopted by the RAAF and
operated as land planes. The RAAF
already had thousands of Tiger Moths
with which to train its pilots but used
the Ryans as general utility aircraft
and to train aerial observers. With
the end of the war in 1945, they were
demobilised and put up for sale. They
were stored in two hangers at Evans
Head, south of the Gold Coast.
A Tragic Event

A company from Melbourne
bought all the aircraft, around 30 of
them, and a train was sent to retrieve

Top: Posing elegantly in dual seat configuration.
Above: A lineup of Ryans outside the hangar of Howard H. Batt,
Beechcraft and Ryan dealer at Clover Field Airport Santa Monica.
Images from San Diego Air and Space Museum Archives.

them. Sadly, a few days before the train
arrived, a tropical storm struck the
storage facility and both hanger roofs
collapsed. There was major damage to
most of the stored aircraft. Fortunately
a few aircraft were sheltered in a
corner of the facility and suffered only
minor damage. VH-AHC ‘Charlie’,
suffered only a damaged aileron. All
the aircraft, and wreckage, were loaded
onto the trains and transported to
Melbourne. Many aircraft were stitched
together to make flyable machines,
whilst the few survivors like Charlie,
had repairs done. In the end around
20 machines made it to the civilian
market. These sold for about £450
each and spread out into private hands
and flying schools around Australia.
There are perhaps ten left
worldwide that can still be accounted
for, two of which are in New Zealand.
As well as Noel Kruse’s ZK-ABC in
Hamilton another example, ZK-BEM,
is owned by MOTAT and operated
by the NZ Warbirds Association at
Ardmore. (This aircraft no longer has
its original Menasco engine.)

If you have a new product and want to tell everyone in the NZ aviation community - Contact KiwiFlyer today on 0800 KFLYER.
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ADS-B, Mode S, WAAS, ELA, GPS IFR and more
Incremental and economic Avionics Upgrades from Hawker Pacific

Understanding how navigation technology and rules for equipment are
changing is becoming increasingly important for anyone considering repair
or maintenance of their avionics systems. KiwiFlyer recently spoke with
Martyn Griffiths - Manager Ardmore, and Harry Van Der Hoeven - Avionics
Manager at Hawker Pacific to find out the options that are available and
how operators may economically attend to the coming requirements.

and widespread mandates for this can be expected to occur over
time. Already the FAA has mandated ADS-B ‘out’ in all US airspace
where transponders are currently required, with a deadline of 2020.
What you need

Avionics Manager at Hawker Pacific Harry Van Der Hoeven says
IT IS inevitable that significant
that to support ADS-B ‘Out‘, the
changes to aircraft navigation
aircraft must have a GPS receiver
systems and on-board equipment
as the position source, and a
will occur throughout the
datalink transmitter to send the
coming decade. Ground based
ADS-B data. The (international
navigation technology is aging
standard) transmitter that most
and undergoing little if any
aircraft will use is a Mode S
development, whilst satellite
transponder, using a feature called
based navigation technology is
‘Extended Squitter’.
attracting significant investment
The GPS receiver used must
and becoming more accessible,
be an IFR certified receiver.
accurate and reliable.
Although the GPS is not
Towards the end of 2013, NZ
required to be WAAS (Wide Area
CAA published AC91-21, a draft
Augmentation System) capable,
revision of Performance Based
that may be a moot point. Many
A recently re-fitted Duchess panel including G500 and GTN 650,
and Trig mode S transponder.
Navigation (PBN) Operational
legacy GPS receivers that were
Approvals. That Advisory
designed before ADS-B was
Circular is available from the
planned do not include the
CAA website and contains
necessary calculation of integrity
a comment which anyone
and accuracy that ADS-B needs
considering avionics repair or
to operate. Whilst some of these
upgrades should take note of:
older devices can be upgraded,
“The ICAO is promoting
a new GPS receiver is often
the introduction of ADS-B for
required and of course most new
surveillance, and New Zealand
GPS products today are WAAS
will potentially adopt those
capable.
standards. ADS-B will require
In fact we don’t have WAAS
the use of GNSS with FDE and
in New Zealand which is a
operators are advised to futuresystem of satellites and ground
proof their GNSS equipment by
stations that provide GPS signal
installing GNSS with ADS-B out In the hangar when KiwiFlyer visited was this AS350 being fitted with a mode corrections, giving improved
S extended squitter transponder, touch screen controlled from a GTN650. In
capability.”
position accuracy (to better than
this installation the transponder is remotely mounted in the back near to the
To decode; ICAO is the
3m, 95% if the time).
antenna with the additional benefit of less expensive cabling requirements.
International Civil Aviation
Organisation, ADS-B is Automatic Dependant Surveillance
What to do
Broadcast, GNSS is the Global Navigation Satellite System, and
Harry says that whether the aircraft is a KingAir or a Cessna
FDE is Fault Detection and Exclusion.
172 flying IFR, the fact is that ADS-B is only around the corner.
The most economical way to get there is to make all avionics
What is ADS-B?
decisions going forward as future-proof as possible. That means
ADS-B is a replacement for (or supplement to) traditional radar
taking the opportunity to upgrade rather than repair or replace
based aircraft surveillance. Instead of using ground based radar
older equipment – an approach which also allows that money be
to interrogate aircraft and determine their positions, each aircraft
spent gradually rather than in one big prohibitive step. In any case,
will use GPS to find its own position and then automatically
fixing old gear can often cost half the amount of new and that isn’t
report it. Benefits include greater accuracy for closer spacing in
economic if it all has to be replaced in a few years anyway.
congested IFR airspace, less expensive equipment, and for ADS-B
Martyn Griffiths – Manager Ardmore, says that Hawker Pacific
‘in‘ equipped aircraft, an ability to have accurate and inexpensive
have recently been supporting a large variety of customers for
traffic awareness (providing nearby aircraft are ADS-B ‘out‘
avionics upgrades. These include for helicopters and the full range
equipped). ADS-B ‘out‘ (i.e. broadcast) will ultimately become a
of fixed wing aircraft from Cessnas, through Duchess to C90 and
requirement of entering some airspace at some time in the future
Beech 200. One additional advantage of such an upgrade process
14
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is an often significant weight saving.
The Duchess for example, shed 45kg of
outdated and unnecessary equipment.
Harry says he recommends fitting Trig
TT22 and TT31 transponders because
they involve minimal labour and offer the
necessary conversion from mode C to
mode S and ADS-B. The TT22 fits in a
standard instrument hole and the TT31 is a
direct size replacement for the KT76A.
Where possible, Harry can also help
with upgrades for non-WAAS to WAAS
GPS and for mode C to S extended squitter
transponders. The older Garmin G430s
for example can be upgraded from nonWAAS to WAAS and fixed price quotes are
available for this.
GPS IFR

Operators seeking to use GPS for IFR
must be approved by CAA via a designated
application process. Harry says to talk to
him first for information and assistance
with this undertaking as CAA will approve
an application quicker (and therefore
for less cost) if the application is well
supported. He also notes (as do CAA)
that operators shouldn’t wait until the last
minute to become accredited and then
find that they are somewhere down the
queue (and left hoping for approval before
mandatory changes take effect).
Electrical load analysis

Harry says that an Electrical Load
Analysis or ELA also needs to be
addressed. This is a requiremnt for a GPS
IFR approval application. Hawker Pacific
can help out operators with an ELA, and as
with GPS IFR approvals, have established a
template that is accepted by CAA.
Advice is free

It is important to note that not all mode
S transponders can be used for ADS-B
and Harry says he has been contacted by
some operators who have seen a cheap
transponder on eBay and bought it without
realising. He adds that phone calls to check
are free and that he is happy to help with
advice on any avionics issues.
Or you might see Harry presenting
at an AOPA meeting or the upcoming
AviationNZ Leadership Summit - feel free
to also approach him there.

who are spread right across the country.
A recent example is a Christchurch based
operator who flew up for a WAAS upgrade
and mentioned he had owned the plane
for 25 years and no-one had ever managed
to get the auto-pilot to work well. With all
the necessary calibration equipment and
manuals on site, Harry and his team had
a look at it. The happy customer reported
much better performance on the way home.
A service in frequent use recently has
been the fitting of new G switches in Artex
ELTs. Harry says they have parts in stock
for the Service Bulletin and offer same day
turnaround if the job is booked in.
Including Harry, there are four licenced
avionics engineers on site at Ardmore and
with the additional support of Australian
Avionics behind them, Martyn says that no
job is too big or too small.
For more information

Martyn and Harry will both be at the
AviationNZ Trade Expo in Wellington 21st
and 22nd July and will have a variety of
equipment on display, including Garmin
G600, Trig transponders, Aspen display
modules, and more.
Contact Martyn Griffiths on
09 295 1630, 027 808 0094 or
email: martyn.griffiths@hawkerpacific.com.
Contact Harry Van Der Hoeven on
09 295 1638, 021 942 633 or email:
harry.vanderhoeven@hawkerpacific.com

Hawker Pacific are
exhibiting at the
Aviation NZ Trade Show
Westpac Stadium,
Wellington 21-22 July.

Sling

Pure Performance
and Absolute Quality
Sports Aircraft NZ Ltd is the authorised
distributor for the complete range of
Sling ready to fly or kit aircraft.

Savage Cub

Classic

Sports Aircraft NZ Ltd is the authorised
distributor for the Zlin Aviation - Savage
Cub range of complete and kit aircraft.

CTLS

Martyn and Harry welcome all
visitor enquiries and questions.

Other avionics services

Hawker Pacific are agents and
distributors for more than 20 leading
avionics brands and offer a full range of
avionics services at Ardmore for customers
Would you like to see a profile on your business in KiwiFlyer? Call us on 0800 535 937 to discuss options.

Touring Delight
Sports Aircraft NZ Ltd is the authorised
distributor for the complete range of
Flight Design ready to fly aircraft.

Contact:

Tim 09 423 9494
Ruud 09 425 7977

www.sportsaircraftnz.com
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Aviation Business Profile

GO! Logistics focus on aviation
GO! Logistics design, implement
potential clients. GO! Logistics is a
and manage complete logistics
leader in this industry so I’m looking
solutions for importers and exporters
forward to building on existing
in New Zealand, Australia, China,
relationships and creating new ones.
the United Kingdom and beyond.
Our aim is to provide a competitive
Alongside a full range of traditional
edge through individualised customer
logistics services, the company
service, and on-time delivery to all our
also provides specialist aviation
aviation customers.”
component logistics (including
dangerous goods and hazardous
Worldwide Services
materials) and are the exclusive
GO! Logistics can arrange
New Zealand representative for the
collection or delivery of orders
AOG247 Global Freight Network.
from or to any place in the world.
The Aviation Division of the GO!
Customers can easily monitor full
Logistics Group has recently been
shipment tracking and delivery
GO! Logistics understand aviation and are specialists in
strengthened with the appointment
status
online. Their services extend
co-ordinating preparation and delivery of high value aircraft parts.
of Gary Scrafton who joins the
throughout the supply chain,
company in the newly established
including for compliance, customs
position of Business Manager
brokerage and warehousing.
Aviation.
MAF, AQIS, and CIQ compliance
Gary has an extensive military
requirements can all be seamlessly
and commercial aviation engineering
dealt with. GO! Logistics Customs
background. Originally trained in the
brokers can support businesses with
RNZAF and specialising in Avionics,
tariff classification, duty refunds,
he has over the years completed
concession applications and letters of
numerous aircraft related courses on
undertaking - especially in the NZ,
a variety of military and commercial
Australia and China regions. A variety
aircraft. He has used his aviationof warehousing services are offered,
based skill set to manage projects
including long term storage, pick and
pack, temperature controlled storage/
for the RNZAF, and as Business and
distribution, third party billing, online
Repair Manager in his previous role
Freighting of all manner of dangerous goods and hazardous
stock reporting, and more.
with a Canadian aviation logistics
materials can be easily be arranged.
company.
For more information
Gary says he is delighted to have been appointed to his current
Contact Gary Scrafton at GO! Logistics on 021 036 5784, email:
role with GO! Logistics; “This is a new challenge where I can use
gary.scrafton@goairlandsea.com or visit www.goairlandsea.com
my acquired skill set to talk about aviation logistics with current and

Helicopter Maintenance,
Repair and Refurbishments

Based in Alexandra and covering
all the Southern Lakes area.
Seats and carpets for all aviation
applications including
Microlights, GA, Helicopters
and Commercial.
All approved
materials.

for R22, R44, Bell 206, MD500 Series & AS350 Series

Pre Purchase inspections & ARA also available
Based in Methven, Vertical Torque provides you with
over 17 years of combined helicopter engineering experience
Contact Mark Kershaw
P:
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Arriving in NZ early August
Book your demonstration flight today!
Contact us: 09 298 9144 or 021 832 626

info@tecnam.co.nz

www.tecnam.co.nz
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Avsure Insurance Feature

John McCaw

contributed by Bill Beard

Are you insuring at correct value?

ROBINSON OVERHAULS

AIRCRAFT OWNERS should be aware that there are
disadvantages in both understating and overstating aircraft values.
Generally, aviation policies are written on the basis of “agreed
values” but you should check your policy on this point. In the
case of an “agreed value” policy the amount of hull coverage you
purchase is agreed and accepted by the underwriters at the time of
taking out the insurance and that is the amount you will receive (less
the deductible) in the case of a total loss.
Be alert that under an aircraft policy, the insurance company
at their option may pay for, (possibly replace) or repair accident
damage. If you are light on value, the insurers have the option
to pay out the total sum insured, less the deductible, and take
possession of the aircraft (wreckage) which they can then put up
for tender and sell off. As opposed to this, if you over-insure and
you have a major accident, the insurers may decide to enter into a
long, expensive rebuild and you could lose the use of your aircraft
(and the income!) for months. The best idea is to insure your
aircraft for its true market value so that in the case of a total or
constructive total loss, the sum insured will adequately enable you
to replace the aircraft with a similar model in like condition.
Operators of high valued aircraft and helicopters may wish to
consider insuring in US dollars. The downside is that the premium
must be paid in US dollars and that US dollar premium financing is
not available. The reason we highlight this is that the USA is still the

We are an approved
Robinson R22, R44
& R66 Service Centre.

Tanker to Aircraft
Refuelling at Ardmore
Avgas and Jet A1
Call George Hoskins
Phone 021 369 600
or VHF 133.1 MHz

It’s always best to insure aircraft for true market value as there are significant pitfalls for the unwary who opt to
deliberately under or over-insure their assets. Bill Beard from Avsure explains why:

We support the
Robinson Maintenance
Programme to
maximise safety,
reliability and
performance.
With over 25 years
of Service Centre
experience we can
now offer reduced
turn-around time and
fixed price contracts.

Ardmore Sky Station
Ph/Fax: (09) 297 7188
Email: skystation@xtra.co.nz

main source of used aircraft and the price of replacement aircraft
will be affected by any fluctuations of the NZ$ conversion against
the US$.
It could also be a good time to review the Third Party Liability
Indemnity you are insured for. The absolute minimum should be
NZ$1m however in recent years a more appropriate indemnity
would be NZ$2m which has become the industry standard but
even this won’t go far if you taxi into an expensive helicopter or
pressurised twin. If you are operating regularly on and around busy
airports frequented by high value aircraft or helicopters it would be
best if you considered a higher indemnity.
To discuss any questions relating to aviation insurance or to seek
quotations, contact Bill Beard at Avsure on 0800 322 206 or
email: insure@avsure.co.nz.
.
Footnote: In past issues we have reprinted ‘accident and incident briefs’ as
published by the NZ CAA. CAA’s website reports that “These are currently
unavailable following concerns from within the CAA and from the aviation
community, about accuracy and also the potential effect on organisations’
willingness to report occurrences. As a result, publishing of the reports was
stopped and that the situation is now being considered with a genuine desire
to achieve both openness and accuracy.” If you would like to comment, send
an email to editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz. We’ll collate messages and pass them on.

Contact us for a
free no obligation
quotation on any
aviation insurance
requirement you have
AIRCRAFT

Avsure provides the most competitive
insurance programmes available in the
Aviation Industry. When considering
your aircraft insurance, you definitely
need the best ADVICE,
EXPERIENCE and RESOURCES.
At Avsure, WE DELIVER.

Avsure - where aviation insurance
isn’t just a sideline, it’s all we do!
A division of Boston Marks Group Limited
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l
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l

Pleasure & Business Aircraft
Charter l Aircraft Sales
Flying Schools l Aero Clubs
Agricultural l Helicopters

AVIATION LIABILITY
l
l

Premises
Chemical

l
l

Airports l Products
Hangarkeepers

PROPERTY
l

Hangars and Contents

PERSONAL
l
l

Pilot Personal Accident
Passengers l Pilots term life

P: 09 298 8206 or 0800 322 206 F: 09 298 8218
E: insure@avsure.co.nz www.avsure.co.nz

This page is sponsored by Avsure. To enquire about other sponsorship opportunities in KiwiFlyer, contact Michael on 0800 535 937.
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Event Report
contributed by Jill McCaw

NZ Association of Women in Aviation Rally
Dargaville Aero Club 30th May - 2nd June 2014

strip with a grass runway alongside, right next to the Northern
THE sun shone brightly in a sky filled with aircraft as the
Wairoa River and literally just a hop over the river (the road bridge
Airwomen flew in to Dargaville for their annual rally. Still known
is at the southern end of the runway) to the town, accommodation
by most as the Airwomen’s rally, in spite of the Association’s
and shops. Local NZAWA member Jo Hales proved to be an
name change some years ago, it is an eagerly anticipated event for
extraordinary event planner. The hospitality was superb and the
participants and helpers alike. Competitions are available to pilots
food produced by a
of all levels, from precrowd of ladies in the
solo to commercial, and
kitchen was amazing (if
encompass many types
a little over done for my
of aircraft including
taste regarding variations
gliders and helicopters.
on the kumara :-). Even
Competitions range
the weather came right
from theoretical tests,
for the weekend. The
to pre-flight inspections,
Saturday night is a casual
practical forced landings,
affair with a tradition
no instrument circuits
of skits. Apparently
and similar. All are
the Canterbury Region
suited to the pilot’s
are renowned for their
licence level. There
efforts and I was drawn
are parachute and
Participants at the Dargaville Rally. Author Jill McCaw on far right.
in by the indomitable
microlight trophies,
Pam Collings. Who knew that Old McDonald had a hangar…
although there were no takers this year. If balloonists would like to
While I have had a long association with ‘The Airwomens’ I
join, I’m sure competitions that challenge their skills would also be
hadn’t attended a rally since I had been pregnant with my oldest
added. The Association is very keen on including women from all
child who is now 22. I was disconcerted to discover a woman
aviation disciplines. The helicopter hover competition, open to nonthere who remembered me by my maiden name, from a rally I
helicopter pilots was very popular (and amusing to watch).
had attended in Nelson several years before that. The scary thing
The rally has a long history, the inaugural event being held in
was that I have no recollection of doing anything particularly
1960 following the founding of the NZAWA the previous year (see
noteworthy at that rally. I had competed in the gliding competitions,
side-bar). The rally has been held in many scenic and interesting
but don’t remember standing out in any way. It’s that ‘not
destinations but I think Dargaville Aero Club is going to be a hard
remembering’ that has me worried.
act to follow. The site was wonderful. An all-weather limestone

About the NZAWA
THE NZAWA is a vibrant and active organisation with around 200
members. Sixty five years old this year, it was founded in 1959 by
Rhona Fraser with the help of Ena Monk. They borrowed closely
from the Australian Women Pilots’ Association which they greatly
admired. The Association’s first meeting was held in Wellington at
Easter in 1960 with 15 of the 25 foundation members attending,
some of whom are still active today. Three founding members
attended this year’s rally and all are as interested in aviation as
they have ever been. One of these ladies still flies. In 1998, the
Association changed its name from the NZ Airwomen’s Association
to the New Zealand Association of Women in Aviation to better
reflect the interests and activities of its wide membership.
New Zealand’s most famous aviatrix, Jean Batten CBE, was
Patroness of the Association for many years until her death in 1982.
Present Patroness is Rhona Fraser, the Association’s first President
who is still very active and enjoys attending the rallies.
Membership is open to any woman who participates in aviation
either as a career or as a hobby. Current membership includes
recreational pilots through to captains on commercial airlines and
air traffic controllers. Members fly gliders, microlights, helicopters,
single and multi-engine planes; or are just avid followers of
anything to do with flight. NZAWA sponsors young women
20

coming into aviation to advance their flying through the Youth
Soaring Development Camp at Omarama and the Walsh Flying
School at Matamata. The Neeson & Agnes Turnbull Scholarship
pays for Association membership and funds towards flying. All
the recipients are expected to do in return is submit an article on
their flying experience for the next NZAWA newsletter, attend the
annual Rally in the year of receipt and promote NZAWA to fellow
flying members.
Newsletters keep members in touch with the doings of others in
the group but it is the annual rally, held Queen’s Birthday Weekend
at varying sites around the country that is a highlight.
As well as camaraderie the Association exists to promote and
advocate for women pilots. One of the first things the early group
worked on was the then draconian rules regarding pregnancy
in flying. The CAA has recently created a lengthy document on
pregnancy which is cumbersome and largely unhelpful for those
needing guidance towards safety and their legal responsibilities as
pilots or employers of pilots. The current committee, feeling it has
come full circle, is working with the CAA to make sure straightforward rules and guidelines will be put in place. It is issues like this
that keep the NZAWA relevant and a vital part of the New Zealand
aviation scene.
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Competitions included short and precision landing components. Left: One competitor lands too high. Right: The helpers and judges on the line.

The feeling of camaraderie hasn’t changed. Nor has the
glorious feeling of spending time with your peers, people who
really understand you and rejoice in your delight in aircraft and
aviation. There was a joke made one day at lunch – none of the
women around the table would ever buy the Women’s Weekly. We
had a show of hands. None did. It is hard to explain to men how
wonderful it is to spend time with fellow women pilots. Even in
this enlightened day and age women who fly are still seen and often
treated as something a little outside of the norm. No one in that
group would ever pat another pilot on the head and remark, “You
fly very well… for a woman.”
Mirroring the Association’s composition of members, we had
participants from all spectrums of the aviation industry. While most
are simply private pilots we had students, instructors, commercial
pilots, engineers, avionics instructors and the odd glider pilot. Some
participants of course flew in, with Cathy Heslop from Canterbury
taking a scenic week to fly up from Christchurch with another week
planned to get home. She expects to be paying for the fuel for the
rest of the year but says it was well worth it. Probably the greatest
distance personally flown to the rally was by President Sue Telford
and her husband Gerald who came up from Wanaka in a PA28.
Most competition flights occurred on Saturday. The
Association’s AGM was held on Sunday morning and around five
plane loads used a glorious Sunday afternoon to fly north to Cape
Reinga, sharing the costs. Other activities were on offer and I took
the chance to try out Whangarei Gliding Club’s self-launching Janus
glider, embarrassingly needing to restart the engine to get us home
after both myself and its Whangarei pilot Bernie Massey misjudged
the strength of the wind that wasn’t creating lift on a ridge line as
we expected. Previously pure-power-pilot Lee had a glider flight
after me and really enjoyed the experience. The thermals had

strengthened and an engine restart wasn’t required on her flight.
Sunday evening is the Association’s formal event and prize
giving. Everyone dressed up for dinner at the Commercial Hotel,
now a function centre rather than a pub. It is a beautiful old
building. I thoroughly enjoyed sitting between two of the founding
members of the association and hearing their tales. Both of these
women, Thelma Bradshaw and Rhona Fraser received their PPLs in
1955. I also spent time talking to another founding member, Judy
Costello, the lady who remembered me from Nelson. Trophies were
presented and congratulations to new member, and local Dargaville
pilot Rebecca Davidson for taking away a great number of them.
Monday morning saw morning tea and a weather briefing at
the Aero Club before the participants dispersed for another year.
The next Queen’s Birthday rally is set for Hawkes Bay Aeroclub,
Waipukurau. I have the bug. I’ll be there.

The incoming committee L to R: Jo Hales, Pam Adams, President Sue Telford,
Ann Fosberry, Marian Rait, Pippa Schofield, and Bianca Barbarich-Bacher.

Owner & Chief Engineer: Dave Ives
Canterbury’s first and only CAA Part 145
approved helicopter maintenance facility
We also offer the following local modifications:
l Snow Shoes for R44 & MD500
l EC120 Lead Acid Battery Installation
l R22/R44 Pitch Links Repair
l MD500 Collective Lock
l MD500 Hockey Stick Repair

R22 / R44 2200 hour Rebuild Kits, 12 year inspections and helicopter
refurbishment. Let us provide a quote for your kit and / or rebuild.
Heli Maintenance Ltd, Harewood Aviation Park, 800 Pound Road, Christchurch 8545
03 359 1001 or 027 528 5121 info@helimaintenance.com www.helimaintenance.com

Have you got an interesting aviation story that KiwiFlyer readers might enjoy? Call us on 0800 535 937 and we’ll help you to share it.
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Aero Club Profile
contributed by Jill McCaw

It’s Different in Dargaville
THEY do things a little differently in Dargaville. To share an old
The club is not just about older pilots of course. In fact it is just
joke, the river runs with its bottom on the top. Take their Aero
a great place to fly. It is incredibly scenic, situated only miles as the
Club. One of the things it is best known for is Saturday lunches.
crow flies from long stretches of west coast beaches. There is the
There is a six week rotating roster of club members and the local
huge winding river and fertile farmlands of the area backing onto
ATC to provide the food for these ‘events’ which bring in up to 60
the hills and forests that Northland is known for. Peter Randall
people each week, many of whom then have a flight - just for fun
took me out to show me what fun can be had running along the
and a bit of currency.
coast, engine throttled back
For a club in a small town
and riding the westerly updrafts
it is extremely active, one of
along the cliffs. Murray often
the busiest strips in the North
tests his students’ abilities by
apparently. They have over 120
making them follow the river,
members with around 30 of
turning precisely to follow its
those active pilots regularly at
path.
the club. Some belong to other
There is a lot to do in and
clubs as well. The club itself
around Dargaville if you’d
has been on its spot beside the
like to fly in for a weekend
Northern Wairoa River, just a
break. The awe inspiring
stone’s throw across the river
Kauri forests are just up the
from town, for a very long time.
road. I took an afternoon
Dargaville Aero Club’s hospitality is famous. And it’s just a short trip to town.
Due to the low lying ground it
drive to Trounsen Kauri Park,
is unlikely to ever be built out and its neighbours are large lifestyle
somewhere I remember very fondly from childhood camping trips.
blocks in the hills, so there are very few residents to bother about
The park seems a much smaller place but the Kauris are majestic
the noise. Tauranga, North Shore and Ardmore flying schools send
and otherworldly, just as I remembered. Of course you can keep
students here for their cross country exercises. Every week the club
driving to the big Kauri forests, the Hokianga and onward up to
also gets visitors to the area calling in as they spot the airfield from
the Far North. Or you can turn back south a little and visit one of
the road.
the best museums in the country, the Kauri Museum at Matakohe.
They have three aircraft, a Cessna 172 and two Fly Synthesis
Allow plenty of time. The interactive and well displayed look at
microlights, a Storch and a Texan. The microlights are very quiet
Kauri logging and early colonisation and farming in the North is
and the Storch in particular is great for basic training. The Storch
completely absorbing. The area is known at the kumara capital of
has another benefit for older pilots; it is much easier to get in and
New Zealand and kumara seems to be on the menu, in one form or
out of than other aircraft. As many of the people the club teaches
another at various eateries around town. If you want to know more
to fly are past retirement age this can be a real benefit. At least one
about the root vegetable there is even a tour of memorabilia and
older club member, well past the student pilot stage, particularly
farming (on a little tractor driven train) at The Kumara Box just 10
enjoys flying the Storch for this very reason.
minutes from town.
Dargaville Aero Club does not see age as a barrier to learning to
Back to the club though: The club owns their club rooms and
fly; in fact CFI Murray Foster is over 80 himself. Murray knows all
has a 21 year renewable lease from the council. They lease out the
the tricks for getting the best out of his students, whatever age they
grazing and HeliNorth and SuperAir lease space at the field. All
are. Club President Peter Randall says that they get many people
of this means that the club does not need to charge landing fees
coming out who had started to learn to fly, or got as far as a PPL
for individuals. Instead, they welcome all visitors flying in with a
earlier in their lives, but wait until they are retired to take it up again.
cup of tea or coffee, probably also with a biscuit or a scone. Great
Teaching them to fly Light Sport Aircraft means that they can get
hospitality, nice all-weather strip and a scenic place to fly; Dargaville
their medical from their local GP and overall it is so much cheaper.
has it all. For more info: www.facebook.com/DargavilleAeroClub

- Australia (CASA)
- ME 1 (New Zealand)
- U.K. and Europe (EASA) - AME (Canada)
- United States (FAA)
- Fiji
Dr Anton Wiles & Dr Candida Hatherley

Your Experienced
Aviation Medical Services Team
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Fly Synthesis Storch and Texan
well proven for training
DARGAVILLE Aero Club is a very
and is also in constant demand,
successful club that is currently in
especially from those students
rapid expansion mode, in a market
who commenced their training
that is generally doing the opposite.
in its predecessor and have been
A lot of the success of this is due
impatiently awaiting the new one’s
to the decision made by the Club’s
arrival.
management team, 13 years ago to
Both aircraft have above average
extend the GA training program to
STOL capabilities, and their
microlight training.
computer designed aerofoil flying
These days the club is using the
surfaces give them an all-round
Italian Fly Synthesis carbon aircraft,
short field capability coupled with
Dargaville Aero Club’s Fly Synthesis Texan.
the Storch (Stork) and Texan.
high cruise performance. The 80hp
These aircraft are well suited to the
engined Storch has outstanding
club’s needs after early use of other
cockpit visibility with its helicopter
microlight types. While the program
pedestal panel and is one of the few
was proceeding at a satisfactory rate,
80 hp aircraft that can boast a 100
the club wasn’t altogether happy
knot cruise speed, and still have a full
with the aircraft then being used as
flap stall of under 30 knots.
training platforms, and decided to
Allan Jessop is now the NZ agent
look for something more suitable.
for Fly Synthesis Carbon Aircraft,
Internet enquiries revealed that
Italy. He would be pleased to show
ab-initio training for the Israeli Air
potential owners of the aircraft the
The Club’s first Fly Synthesis Storch, now happily flying in Invercargill. capabilities of Dargaville’s aircraft
Force was being conducted with a
small Italian aircraft called the Fly
and along with the Club extends a
Synthesis Storch. On enquiring with
warm welcome to anyone who would
the Manufacturer, long-term club
like to visit and fly in them.
member Allan Jessop was advised to
contact their distributor in Australia,
For more information
who also represented the company in
To try out the Fly Synthesis
New Zealand.
aircraft or for instruction enquiries,
To make a longer story short,
contact CFI Murray Foster ATO at
Allan and the Club’s authorised
the Dargaville Aero Club. Phone 09
Inspector and flying Instructor, Brian
439 8024, after hours 09 439 8984 or
Taylor, flew to Melbourne in August
email: the.workhouse@xtra.co.nz
The Storch’s ‘helicopter sytle’ panel affords excellent visibility.
2005, to visit the Sunbury Aero Club
who use the Fly Synthesis Texan
low wing aircraft for training. A month or so later, Allan and club
CFI Murray Foster went to Brisbane, to visit the Redcliffe Flying
KANNAD 406 MHz ELTs and PLBs
Club, who use Fly Synthesis Storchs in their training program.
Brian Taylor joined them and they test flew the Storch, being most
KANNAD 406MHz ELT kits, both AF Compact
impressed with its flying and handling characteristics.
and Integra AF and AF-H ex stock along with
So impressed were they, that the Club placed an immediate order
all accessories.
for a Storch. Subsequently, an order was also placed for a Texan.
The aircraft have proved an outstanding success, and under the
Does your older Kannad XS3GPS PLB need
Club’s 1500 hour replacement policy, the Club recently received its
a new battery this year? Check it out!
third Storch, and second Texan.
The new model Texan ‘Club’ is specifically designed to meet the
Australian Aero Clubs’ requirements of a no-frills training platform
which is still eminently suitable as a fast, comfortable, cross country
machine. The Dargaville Aero Club’s new Texan became the first
www.aviationsafety.co.nz
aircraft to fly in New Zealand fitted with the new Rotax 912iS fuel
injected engine, and is proving very reliable and fuel efficient. This
aircraft has logged an average 100 hours per month since going into
Phone 07 543 0075
Email: sales@aviationsafety.co.nz
service, and is in constant high demand from students.
The new Storch has only been in service for a few weeks,
Please support our advertisers and tell them you saw their advertisement in KiwiFlyer.
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Products and Services

NZ Warbirds

KiwiFlyer

contributed by Frank Parker

CorrosionX not only prevents corrosion,
it actually stops it.
Its unique Polar Bonding technology
makes it different – and better than
anything else you can buy.
CorrosionX and its application is
designed for general aviation.
Many other CorrosionX
Products available.
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+ Extensive DAR Experience and
Know-How since 2004 + Standard and
Export Certificate of Airworthiness issue
+ Special Flight Permits + Modifications
and Conformity + Professional,
Expeditious, Quality and Value Service.
‘Do it once... do it right
with no complications or future issues’

Contact: Martyn Thompson P: 09 2998900 M: 0294 932900 E: martyn@DARDownUnder.co.nz
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D-Day at
Ardmore
ON Sunday 1st June NZ Warbirds held
an Open Day at Ardmore Airfield. The
day was promoted to remember the 70th
Anniversary of the D-Day landings in
France on 6th June 1944, one of the epic
events of WW II and the beginning of the
re-conquest of Europe.
The Association has been conducting
twice yearly Open Days for a number of
years. These events are an opportunity for
us to showcase ourselves to the public on
our home ground with minimal financial
risk. The days are also an opportunity for
our pilots to practice display flying over
our home field and for the new echelon of
pilots to gain display experience.
While the event is ‘at home’ there is still
a lot of organising required. To this end
Air displays are complemented by vehicles and personnel from Re-enactment Societies on the ground.
a Show Committee meets regularly for the
a minimum of disruption and has proved to be an acceptable
preceding six weeks to attend to the myriad of details. While we
formula. The display for this event included the classics have developed a reliable blueprint, every show is a little different
Chipmunk, Ryan STM, DeHavilland Dominie, and Beaver; the
with its own challenges along the way. On the days prior to the
trainers - Airtrainer, Harvards, and Yak 52; the heavy metal - Yak 3,
Open Day a band of volunteers is busy erecting crowd fencing and
P-40 Kittyhawk and Spitfire; and the jets - L-39 Albatross and
barriers, while on the day the same volunteers are involved manning
DeHavilland Venom. In addition to the Warbirds we also had
‘the gate’, directing traffic, arranging retail displays and other duties.
displays from the RV group with six aircraft. For many the
The flying activities are subject to appropriate display protocols.
highlights of the day however were Dave Phillips’ Tiger Moth
The Association is able to authorise the Aviation Event through
and Doug Brooker’s MX2. Dave makes the Tiger look so gracious
our CAA Part 149 Certification. Nonetheless there is a considerable
performing the difficult and Doug just does the impossible!
amount of planning to fill three one hour display slots with
The day’s finale was a simulated beach-head assault. This saw the
appropriate and varied activity. Additionally all displays are
Harvard ‘bombers’ and ground attack fighters in action supporting
authorised and all pilots certified for the display routines they fly.
the ground troops attacking the ‘baddies’, a scenario befitting the
Come Sunday morning and an early start for many of us.
theme of the day.
Cameron, Dave, Terry and Kirsty - our ‘hangar staff ’ kicked off
All that was left to do was tidy up which saw the volunteer
around 5am towing aircraft from the hangar to tarmac positions.
army recovering fencing and barricades while the flyboys hangared
This is to enable the various hangar displays to be positioned
their aircraft. By late afternoon it’s time for some well-earned
shortly thereafter. The ground volunteers are briefed at 6:30am to
refreshments.
enable the ‘gate’ and road signs to be set up and the pilots have a
This Event was the most successful Open Day the Association
briefing at 8 am (probably after breakfast!) for the day’s activities.
has organised. We had a crowd of around 5000 who were treated to
Holding an event in June always has an attendant weather
a great day’s family entertainment and the association has received
risk, and the only thing you can do with the weather is accept it!
numerous accolades for our efforts. From our perspective it is
For this event the weather God was in a friendly mind and the
an opportunity for NZ Warbirds to be On Parade and present
days preceding plus the day of the event offered lovely autumn
ourselves to the public whilst the pilots get do what they do, at their
conditions. This led to a bumper attendance which was treated
home field. All this while we make a few dollars to support our
to a varied display of aircraft on the ground and in the air. The
activities.
aircraft were complemented by a display of military vehicles and
Finally I must mention all the volunteers who make this possible.
personnel provided by the ‘Military Re-enactment Society’ and
These include a large contingent of NZ Warbirds members.
‘WWII Historical Re-enactment Society’, a varied collection of
However we are well supported by the Air Training Corp and Scout
Classic Cars plus the Harley Owners Group (HOG’s) who did a run
groups assisting on the ground, groups who provide static displays,
of 40 bikes along the runway to everyone’s (especially the riders)
the military re-enactment soldiers, ring-in pilots, and probably a few
delight. To round out the ‘family’ theme, children’s play ground
others I have not mentioned. All these people combine to make a
activities and a variety of food and drink vendors ensured a full
very successful day and as President of NZ Warbirds Association
days entertainment.
my heartfelt thanks go to all concerned.
The flying displays take place over three one hour slots.
					
frankly@xtra.co.nz
This enables the airfield tenants to operate their business with
Email details of your upcoming event to editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz for inclusion in our Event Guide.
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Places to Go

Places to Go:
Whitianga
WHITIANGA is located on the Eastern side
of the Coromandel Peninsular and is the main
settlement of Mercury Bay. With more than 4000
permanent residents (and a healthy aero club), it’s
a thriving community and a great place to visit for
a day or a week. Arriving by air offers a significant
advantage over driving too, as all roads throughout
the Coromandel Peninsular are anything but straight
and fast. Flying distance from Ardmore for example
is just 37nm or typically half an hour – compared to
driving from Ardmore which takes 2 hours.
Runway 04 at Whitianga. Buffalo Beach is at the end and the town and river are to the right.
You’ll probably arrive on either of runway 04
see, do and enjoy. If it’s just a day trip you’re on then have lunch at
towards the coast, or from the coast onto runway 22.
any of the numerous cafes or restaurants, then hop on the harbour
Whitianga is unattended and is within the Coromandel Common
ferry for a trip across to Ferry Landing. Pick up an ice-cream on the
Frequency Zone with radio calls all on 124.5. Circuits are over the
short walk from there to beautiful Front Beach and Flaxmill Bay.
town, so right hand onto 04 and left hand for 22. When landing
If you’re able to stay for a night or three (if not, you’ll wish
on 04, pay attention to the lamp posts on the road intersection at
you were), then the full range of accommodation options, from
the end of the runway. The main 04-22 runway is 1426m in length.
backpackers, bed & breakfast, motels, hotels, etc. are on offer. Do
There is also a shorter 16-34 crosswind strip at 697m.
book first on any long weekend or holiday season though, as the
The airfield can become busy at times and is popular for
town fills up fast. A good place for research is www.whitianga.co.nz
microlights (some may be NORDO), autogyros, and model flying.
which is run by the local information centre, phone 07 866 5555.
Gyros are afforded such importance that there’s even a designated
With a deep water harbour, Whitianga is a departure point for
autogyro practice area on the Whitianga AIP plate (or was it a case
many fishing charter vessels including for big game fishing. Diving
of ‘can you just go over there, no further, further, there, that will
and scenic cruises are also an option, with some boats able to carry
do’). Z Energy fuel can be purchased at the field with a swipecard.
kayak enthusiasts and the associated gear to remote areas for day or
There is plenty of parking space and hangarage may be available by
overnight stays.
prior arrangement. Landing fees are $10 paid on the day. The Aero
One of Whitianga’s more famous attractions that features on TV
Club contacts are 07 866 5828 or info@mbac.co.nz. Visit www.
from time to time is the The Lost Spring Thermal Pools. Located
mbac.co.nz for more information.
near the centre of town, a variety of swimming and relaxation
Mercury Bay Aero Club purchased its own land for the airstrip in
packages are offered starting from $35.
1965 and over the years has developed excellent facilities for visitors
Whitianga has a golf course and mini-putt course, a cinema, art
including a café and bar (check for opening times). As part of the
galleries, and art/craft/gift shops galore. It’s a great place to go gift
Whitianga Waterways development, land was subdivided along the
shopping for friends.
edge of the airstrip for residential housing and there is now a small
A short road trip south will take you to Coroglen, where
airfield community on site.
Rangihau Ranch (www.rangihauranch.co.nz) can take you horse
Getting from the airfield to town is either a 2.5km level walk or
trekking, following old pack horse trails from the 1800s. On the way
about a $12 taxi ride (call Whiti City Cabs on 07 866 4777). In town
there you could stop with the kids at either Whiti Farm Park (www.
you’ll find a superb shopping and café precinct, with Buffalo Beach
whitifarmpark.co.nz) or the Mill Creek Road Bird and Reptile Park
at the end and the Harbour and wharf to one side. There’s plenty to

(weekends and holidays only – 07 866 0166)
to get up close with a diverse range of NZ
and exotic animals.
Or head in the other direction towards
Kuaotunu where one of the interesting and
unique attractions is a star-gazing tour of
the sky at a privately owned observatory
which also offers bed & breakfast
accommodation. Email info@stargazersbb.
com for more information or phone
Alistair on 07 866 5343.
Towards the south-east are world
famous attractions of Hot Water Beach,
Hahei, and Cathedral Cove. Peninsular
Rent A Car (www.peninsularrentacar.co.nz)
can get you mobile or take one of several
guided tours that can be arranged through
the Visitor Centre (www.whitianga.co.nz).
Whitianga also makes a great base for
further exploration of the Coromandel
Peninsular. Set yourself up in some nice
accommodation and then hop off in the
plane to Coromandel for the day. It’s just
a short taxi ride to town from the airstrip
where there are numerous art and craft
shops, cafes and bars. On the way back to
the plane, pick up some fresh or marinated
mussels and smoked fish for an evening
meal, if you can wait that long.
Matarangi Airfield is another good
local stopover as is Slipper Island. Check
your AIP though as both require prior
permission from the owner/operators.
One thing for certain is that if you are
a newcomer to Whitianga, you’ll soon be
back again. It’s a superb place to spend
some very relaxing and enjoyable time.
Ruth Presland returns from overseas with her
usual Places to Go page in the next issue. In the
meantime we hope you enjoyed hearing about
one of your Editor’s favourite places - with
apologies to AOPA readers if it seems familiar as
I originally wrote a version of this article for the
AOPA magazine 12 months ago. Ed.

For all your engine overhauls
Lycoming, Continental, Gipsy...
And now Rotax!
Part 145 approved
Call Bill O’Neill or Graeme Daniell
03 489 6870 or 027 307 5850
Taieri Airport, Mosgiel.

www.southair.co.nz
Buffalo Beach, named after HMS Buffalo, wrecked
off the beach in an 1840 storm.
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Finlay Norton enjoying the shade of pohutukawas
of nearby Front Beach, a short ferry ride away.
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Whitianga continues to grow apace, a far cry
from the sleepy town of 50 years ago.
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Event Guide
July 20th - 22nd
Aviation Leadership Summit

The annual Aviation NZ conference and
trade show, this year at Wellington. See
details on page 8 of this issue of
KiwiFlyer or visit www.aia.org.nz
July 26th - 27th
Blunty Weekend and Dinner

To celebrate another Strikemaster at
Ardmore. Black tie dinner with guest
speaker SR-71 Blackbird pilot Maj
Brian Shul. Also barbecue at Warbirds
clubrooms. More info from
NZ Warbirds, www.nzwarbirds.org.nz
August 12th & 14th
CRM Courses (with new content)

By Bob Feerst in Taupo and Dunedin.
See News Briefs this issue or www.
totalaviationquality.co.nz for more info.
August 17th
Hawera Aero Club Winter Fly-in

Everyone invited. Spot landing comp on
arrival. Cooked breakfast. Fine weather.
Julie 021 1502351, ja.ingram@gmail.com

Your ability to survive an emergency situation comes down to the type and effectiveness
of the training you receive beforehand.

Blue Water Survival Limited is the only NZ approved delivery site of
AVIF2014A Aircraft Underwater Escape and Survival
and 2015A Emergency Breathing Systems
• Helicopter Underwater Escape Training (HUET)
• Emergency Breathing Systems (EBS)
• Aircraft ditching drills for fixed wing operators
• Sea survival training for flight crews, and
• Environmental / Wilderness survival training

Neil Dodds (Pilot/Base Manager) Eastland Rescue Helicopter Service
“To say that I was nervous about attending another HUET course would be a massive understatement after having a
not so good experience in a previous course. I now have to say that I have been introduced to the most professional
underwater escape experience you could hope for. The team at Bluewater Survival are at the top of the game. From the
simulator to the crew to the briefing right down to the rescue dive staff! I went from not wanting to do this course to
really enjoying it and keen to go through it again. I have done similar courses in other parts of our globe and these guys
have taken it to a new level. Guys, don’t change a thing. You have a winning formula. Bloody awesome and thanks.”
For more information or to enquire about our training programmes, contact us today:
Brad 027 2583 426 or Tim 027 4962 500. Email: brad@bluewatersurvival.co.nz
Blue Water Survival Ltd., PO Box 1739, Palmerston North.
www.bluewatersurvival.co.nz

If you have a Place to Go that you would like to see featured in KiwiFlyer then email: editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz or phone 0800 535 937.
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Jim Hickey and his immaculate Yak-52

Gavin Conroy photograph
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Aviation Leadership Summit

event
guide

Wellington . 20th to 22nd July 2014

Welcome Message

from the CEO

I am delighted to welcome your attendance at New Zealand’s first
Aviation Leadership Summit.
This annual event is hosted by Aviation NZ as part of our mission
to lead, inspire, and grow the New Zealand aviation industry, both
domestically and offshore.
The Summit is a by industry and for industry event. We aim to
bring you a programme that is insightful, relevant, and engaging.
At the same time our aim is to manage costs and overall resource
requirements, so that we can offer a truly inspiring and costeffective flagship industry event.
It is fitting that our Summit is launched in the 100th year of
commercial aviation. The last century provided a phenomenal
journey for aviation and this year provides an opportune time for us
to reflect on those last 100 years and to consider what comes next.
The theme for our first Summit is ‘Celebrating 100 Years of Aviation
- The Future’. We will celebrate what aviation has achieved over
the last 100 years and look forward to what the next century will
bring, operationally, technologically, economically and politically.
We look forward to seeing you there.

Book your place
today, because
The
Aviation
Leadership
Summit ...
is the only annual NZ Aviation
Leadership Event
brings together 300+ industry
leaders from across NZ and
the Asia Pacific
provides a unique opportunity
to celebrate what industry has
achieved in the last 100 years
will inspire and energise
you with thought-provoking
speakers from the aviation
industry and beyond

Samantha Sharif
Chief Executive
Aviation NZ

is a by industry and
for industry event

GALA DINNER

REGISTRATION

This prestigious industry event
celebrates and recognises the
achievements of the aviation
industry, companies, and
outstanding individuals over the
last 12 months and beyond.

To register as a Delegate
for the Summit, or to book a
place at the Trade Show, visit
www.aia.org.nz and follow the
directions from the home page.

Book your place at Aviation
NZ’s premier function when
you register to attend the 2014
Aviation Leadership Summit.

The website also has
information on accommodation
in Wellington and on
sponsorship opportunities for
various Summit activities.

connects you with
key decision-makers
helps you grow your business
provides insights into what the
future holds and implications
for you and your business
has very competitive pricing
compared with other events

Visit www.aia.org.nz and register to attend the Aviation Leadership Summit. Westpac Stadium, Wellington, 20th - 22nd July.
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Keynote Speakers
Hon Dr Nick Smith
Minister of Conservation

As Minister of Conservation Dr Smith will be sharing his views
on the important topic of aviation and environmental management,
in particular in NZ’s significant conservation estate. This is a key
issue for many of our agricultural and tourism operators – don’t
miss it.
Dr Nick Smith holds a first-class honours degree in civil
engineering and a PhD in landslides at Canterbury University.
Since winning the Tasman seat in 1990 he has held 12 Ministerial
portfolios in the Bolger, Shipley and Key Cabinets, covering
Conservation, Building and Construction, Housing, Education,
Immigration, Corrections, Social Welfare, Treaty Negotiations,
Environment, ACC, Climate Change and Local Government.
His greatest passion has been improving New Zealand’s
management of the environment and natural resources. In 1998,
he founded the Bluegreens as a group within National that wish
to advance policies that support economic prosperity and a clean,
green New Zealand.
He has played a significant role including the creation of the
Kahurangi and Rakiura National Parks, 12 Marine Reserves, the
introduction of the Emissions Trading Scheme, the establishment
of the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority, and the
Environment Protection Authority.
He is a keen outdoors and sports person, has completed the
Coast to Coast and has also kayaked Cook Strait with Bill English.

Darien Fenton
Labour list MP, Spokesperson for Tourism

Darien Fenton is a third-term Labour List MP working on
the North Shore of Auckland. In opposition, she is Labour’s
Spokesperson for Tourism, and Associate Spokesperson for
Immigration, Transport, Labour and Arts, Culture & Heritage.
Darien studied at Victoria University and has lived in a variety
of countries, including Hong Kong, the UK and India. She has
worked for Playcentre, as a self-employed music teacher, and at the
University of Auckland.
In 1997 she was elected as the first woman Secretary of the
Service and Food Workers Union, and has also been Vice President
of the NZ Council of Trade Unions and Affiliates Vice President
of the Labour Party.
In Parliament, she continues her advocacy for low paid workers
and their families and has served on the Health Select Committee,
the Transport & Industrial Relations Select Committee, the
Officers of Parliament Committee and was Deputy Chair of the
Government Administration Committee.

Conrad Clifford
IATA Regional VP Asia Pacific

Conrad joined IATA on 1 February 2014 and is based in its Asia
Pacific Regional Office in Singapore. His career in aviation spans
over 30 years. Most recently he was Acting Managing Director of
Antrak Air Ghana, and was formerly CEO of Monarch Travel
Group, and of Virgin Nigeria. His career has also included work for
Cathay Pacific Airways, Virgin Atlantic Airways, Menzies Aviation
Group and Emirates.
32

Graeme Harris
Director Civil Aviation Authority

Graeme took his first role with CAA in 1998 as Team Leader
Airline Surveillance. In 2000 he was appointed Quality Assurance
and Risk Manager at Mount Cook Airlines. Graeme returned to
CAA in 2004 as General Manager Personnel Licensing and Aviation
Services. He has been the Chief Executive and Director of CAA
since 2012.

Conor English
Chief Executive Federated Farmers NZ

Conor has worked as a lobbyist, Commercial Director and CEO
of Federated Farmers of New Zealand, the premier organisation
advocating on behalf of the rural and farming communities and
businesses at international, national, regional and sector levels.

Teresa Ciprian
International Business Development Advisor & Director

Teresa has a background in the commercialisation, marketing
and business development of branded consumer dairy and other
foods. She has significant international business experience, having
held a number of senior executive roles with Danone focused on
delivering global growth initiatives. She is passionate about adding
value to New Zealand’s primary and technology based industries.

Heather Deacon
GM Development –Safe Air

Heather is a Masters Graduate from Cranfield University. She
has more than 15 years experience in senior positions in the UK
Defence industry. She joined Safe Air in March of 2006 as Business
Development Manager and was later appointed Strategic Business
Manager. Heather has been GM of Safe Air since September 2008.

Damian Camp
Chief Executive Pacific Aerospace

Damian is a graduate of the University of Otago holding a
BCom with Honours in Marketing Management and a BSc in
Biochemistry. He used to be the Director of NZBio and CEO of
Ovita, a Dunedin based Biotechnology Company. Damian is now
the CEO of Pacific Aerospace. He is also on the advisory board of
the NZ Aviation Industry Cluster in Hamilton.

Paul Linton
Head of Sales & Marketing (Global Services) at Airways NZ

Paul has held a number of senior positions with MetService.
He started there in 2000 as a General Manager International and
in 2008 became the General Manager Commercial. In 2011 he was
appointed Country Manager for Objective Corporation, a software
company. In 2013 he became Head of Sales and Marketing (Global
Services) at Airways NZ.

Therese Walsh
Chief Executive Cricket World Cup NZ

Therese was Chief Operating Officer of the 2011 Rugby World
Cup and has been appointed as the Head of New Zealand for the
next Cricket World Cup which in 2015 which will be jointly hosted
by New Zealand and Australia. Prior to New Zealand’s staging of
the Rugby World Cup, Walsh served as the Chief Financial Officer
and General Manager of Corporate Services at the New Zealand
Rugby Union. She has also been a director of New Zealand Cricket.
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Fatigue Training
Courses at the Aviation Leadership Summit
Who should attend:

These two courses, presented by Fatigue Concepts USA will be of
significant value to all persons involved in aircraft maintenance,
particularly; Aircraft Structural Engineers, Airline and Helicopter
Maintenance Engineers and Senior Technicians, Design Engineers,
and Civil Aviation Administrators.

Registration and Payment

Registration and Payment information van be found at
www.fatcon.com/nzpay

Composites in Aircraft Structures
THIS course runs on July 21-22, with sessions and modules
throughout the two days comprising: Fibres, Resins, Joining,
Environment, Design, Applications, Micro/Macro Mechanisms,
Damage, Fracture, Defects, Testing, Quality Control, and Repair.
Many more details are available online at www.fatcon.com/
aircraftcomposites.html Each topic is comprehensively covered as an example, the session on ‘Repair’ includes: Bonded vs. Bolted
Repairs, Combined Bolted/Bonded Repairs, Adhesive Testing,
Surface Treatments, Anodizing, Special Considerations in Skin
Repairs, Life Prediction, Crack Patching, Mirage III Lower Wing
Skin Case Study, Thermal Analysis, The Airworthiness Patch,
Crack Growth, Relative Hot/Wet Strengths of Various Repair
Configurations.
Plus there are Case Studies of: US Navy H-46 Composite Rotor
Blade Repair, YAV-8B Composite Wing Skin Repair, S-3A Spoiler,
F-4J Doors, L1011 Fin, AH-1 Rotor Blade, Mirage III Wing Skin.

Aging Aircraft
THIS course runs on July 23-24, with sessions and modules
throughout the two days comprising: Things that ‘age’ an Aircraft,
Convertible in the Sky!, Fail Safe, Safe Life & Damage Tolerance,
Airworthiness Assurance Task Force Findings, Multiple Site
Damage, How Aging affects Fail-Safety, Aircraft Certification
- Transport and Commuter, Wear Protection, Fretting Fatigue,
Hydrogen Embrittlement – Fasteners, Corrosion Overview,
Corrosion Control Methods, Lap Splice Cracking Data, NASA
Aging Aircraft Efforts, Engine Integrity, Loads, U.S. AIRLINES’
VIEWS on AGING AIRCRAFT, Non-destructive Inspection on
Aging Fleet, Non-destructive Testing of Aging Aircraft, Pressure
Test, Repair Techniques, Use of Damage Tolerance in Maintaining
Airworthiness, Cracks at Structural Holes, Composites Fatigue &
Damage Tolerance, Emerging Technology For Aging Aircraft.
The course will also include the following special topics:
Avionics Corrosion Control, Crashworthiness, Paint Stripping, and
Shot Peening. More details are available online at:
www. fatcon.com/agingaircraft.html

Visit www.aia.org.nz and register to attend the 2014 Aviation Leadership Summit at Westpac Stadium, Wellington, 20th - 22nd July.
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Summit Activities for NZAAA and NZHA
NZAAA - Pilots in Focus

Combined sessions

THE NZAgricultural Aviation Association is running a Summit
programme with the theme, ‘Pilots in Focus’. The objective is to
help those at the coalface manage the risks they face every day.
These risks are the risks created by working long hours in the
hazardous low-level environment as well as the environmental risks
from the applications they make. Discussions include:

THE following sessions are shared between NZAAA and NZHA.

l

l

l

An address called “Pilots and Professionalism” delivered by Sqn
Ldr Bint whose late father was a well known Kiwi Ag. Pilot.
A report on the three year Sustainable Farming Fund
environmental project just completed with an emphasis on what
it means to pilots.
A workshop session on the Ag. Sector Risk Profile Project
being run in conjunction with CAA. This session will be opened
by DCA Graeme Harris and will include a look at the topics for
the proposed Ag. Training and Ag. Op’s Standards. This is an
example of an industry sector mapping its own future but in
collaboration with its regulator.

l

Well known lawyer Angela Beazer will remind pilots of their
unique responsibilities under Health & Safety legislation.

l

Rick Graham will introduce his proposal for a new format for
pilot logbooks and get feedback from pilots.

NZHA

l

l

Tom MacCready will give his no-nonsense perspective on the
human factors behind accidents – basing this on his years as an
accident investigator.

l

Way2Go helicopters will present their newly developed
management system that is carried in the cockpit and
substantially reduces the workload of pilots.

l

While Andy is doing that the helicopter operators and pilots will
see the latest report on the accident analysis carried out by EO
John Sinclair and CAA. Expect an important announcement as
operators are encouraged to take ownership of accident rates.

l

Then there is a face to face with a pilot training organisation
that wants to explore exactly what the industry wants in its
newly trained pilots. This will be lead by Phill Maguire.

THE NZ Helicopter Association joins with NZAAA for the
second day but on the first day it will have its own programme as
follows:
Updates from both HAI and AHAI.

l

A presentation on operators running their own incident
investigations. This will be lead by CAA’s Paul Breuilly.

l

There will be a presentation from Airbus Helicopters on
developments there.

l

There will be a presentation on the new Bell Jetranger X.

l

Arden Jennings will provide an update on the NZ insurance
scene including two new products.

l

CAA’s Andy MacKay and Grant Twaddle will discuss the
controversial CAR Part 135. 505 vs CAR Part 135.559. Andy
has recently spent a few weeks with Robinson Helicopters
learning about how Robinson Safety Awareness Training is
carried out and is likely to give us a heads up about that as well.

l
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l

Aviation Safety’s Lloyd Klee will provide an update on where
his petition on 406ELT aerials has got to.

There will be another Incident Review Meeting where pilots
speak about their personal experience of an incident and
the factors that lead up to it. This was trialled at last year’s
conference and proved to be both extremely popular and a
moving experience for everyone. Currently seven pilots have
volunteered to speak.
The summit concludes with an update on the long anticipated
Time in Service Recorder and a Summit appraisal by members.

Trade Expo 2014
THIS year’s trade show will be a unique environment, showcasing
the best of NZ aviation products and services, along with a few
surprises. Wellington is NZ’s capital of coffee, so to recognise that
we will have excellent locally ground coffee served by baristas in
the trade hall. The trade hall will also be the centrepiece for our
100 years of aviation quiz, with some great prizes to be awarded
to quiz winners. Morning and afternoon teas as well as lunches will
be served in the trade’s area throughout the event ensuring that
exhibitors have maximum exposure to the conference delegates.
There will also be our usual awards presented to the best stand.
The trade hall is quite full but we can always accommodate
more, so if you want to make your presence known contact
Andrew Nicholson at admin1@aia.org.nz or call 04 472 2707.
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AviationNZ

NZAAA

0800

Registration and Coffee

0900

100 Years of Aviation: The Future

NZHA

Welcome: Aviation NZ - The Future Graeme Martin, Chairman, Aviation NZ
100 Years of Aviation: The Future Conrad Clifford, IATA Regional Vice President for Asia Pacific
The Outlook for Rotary Hana Tolhoek, Regional Manager, Augusta Westland
1030
1100

Morning Tea
Growth Opportunities for NZ Aviation: Exports

NZAAA Chairman’s Address
Alan Beck

Accessing World Bank Projects in Asia / the Pacific: Darin Cusack, World Bank
Cricket World Cup: Leveraging Tourism & Aviation Opportunities
Pilots and Professionalism
Therese Walsh, Chief Executive, NZ Cricket World Cup
Sqn Ldr Oliver Bint (at 1115)
Case Studies of Export Successes and Implications for NZ
Airways: Paul Linton, Head of Sales and Marketing (Global Services)
Flightcell: John Wyllie, Chief Executive
MetService: Ray Thorpe, Manager Aviation Services
SFF Project - What it means for pilots
Pacific Aerospace: Damian Camp, Chief Executive
John Sinclair & John Maber (at 1145)
1230
1330

The Importance of Brand NZ

The Brand: Reputation Management and “Getting it Right”
Teresa Ciprian, International Business Development Advisor & Director

1500
1530

NZHA Chairman’s Address
Lloyd Matheson
HAI Update David York (at 1115)
AHAI Update Peter Crook (at 1130)
Safety Investigation
Being your own investigator
Paul Breuilly, CAA (at 1145)

Lunch

Whole of Government Approach: How does it help?
NZTE, MFAT, MBIE, MoT, CAA, Callaghan Innovation, Education NZ

Experienced pilot and operator Andy Stevenson of Farmers
Air will discuss the factors that lead to half of the fixed wing
accidents taking place on take-off.

l

l

l

Chairman Alan Beck and Exec. Officer John Sinclair will run
a session titled “Profitability and Profile” which will examine
where Ag Pilots sit in the eyes of others and will look at the
nuts and bolts of what it actually costs to run an aircraft and
how this impacts on wages.

Programme for Monday 21st July
Stream

Ballance as Gold Sponsor
Greg Delaney

What’s new at Airbus Helicopters
Dorothee Barre

AG SRP - Benefits of Risk Based
approach to regulation
Graeme Harris DCA (at 1345)
The Training Standard
Insurance Update
Rick Graham (at 1400)
Arden Jennings (at 1400)
The Operational Standard
Steve Kern (at 1415)
CAR Part 135.505 v CAR Part 135.559
Workshop – what do these standards
Andy MacKay and Grant Twaddle,
mean to pilots? Tony Michelle (at 1430)
CAA (at 1430)

Afternoon Tea and 100 Years of Aviation Quiz
Ask Me Anything Session
Board and Council - Aviation NZ

1630

New Logbooks for Pilots
Rick Graham

Update on 406ELT Petition
Lloyd Klee, Aviation Safety

GE Finance as Gold Sponsor
Robert Knox (at 1540)

Marenco Skye SH09
John Skeen, Heliflite (at 1545)

HSE Responsibilities for Pilots
Angela Beazer (at 1600)

Introducing the Bell 505
Geoff Hards, Hawker Pacific (at 1600)

Aviation NZ AGM

1700

Close of Day One

1800

Cocktail Reception

1900

Gala Awards Dinner

NZHA AGM

Programme for Sunday 20th July
0900
to
1530

Chemical Revalidation Course

1600

E Cat Meeting

1000
to
1700

Fire Course Unit Stanard 3285

1800

Welcome Reception

Visit www.aia.org.nz and register to attend the 2014 Aviation Leadership Summit at Westpac Stadium, Wellington, 20th - 22nd July.
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Programme for Tuesday 22nd July
AviationNZ

Stream

Is a sling load really fly by wire?

(details correct at time of print 1st July)

NZAAA

0800

Registration and Coffee

0900

100 Years of Aviation: The Future

NZHA

Contributed by Phillip Maguire,CEO pilot training school HFT Ltd. Phill has a background in
NZ Ag., Oil and Gas, GA and Airline flying with 26,000 hours over 40 years. He will facilitate a forum
with the Helicopter sector at the Leadership Summit, Tuesday 22nd July.

Welcome Samantha Sharif, Chief Executive, Aviation NZ
Battle for the Birds Hon. Dr. Nick Smith, Minister of Conservation
Creating a Powerful and Efficient Industry Conor English, Chief Executive, Federated Farmers of New Zealand
The NZ Economy with Labour Darien Fenton MP, Associate Spokesperson for Transport
Morning Tea

1015
1045

Growth Opportunities for NZ Aviation: Domestic

Profit and Profile
Alan Beck and John Sinclair

NZ Tourism 2025 Growth Framework
Simon Wallace, Tourism Industry Association
Case Studies of Domestic Growth Opportunities
RNZAF Procurement Plan:
Mike Yardley, Chief of Air Force
Safeair: Recent Successes and Opportunities for Industry:
Heather Deacon, General Manager
Way to go Heli Services: Recent Technology Developments:
Rob Kittow, Chief Pilot / Chief Executive
1115

The Future Operating Environment for NZ
Air Navigation Plan, CAA Act Review, Rules & RPAS
Graeme Harris, Director CAA
Future Safety Performance: Resilience Engineering
Nancy Leveson TBC, Aerosafe TBC
Reducing Operating Costs: Improving Profitability
Jan Borgelt, Director (Payments) NZForex
Fenella Pohe, Key Account Manager, N3

1215

Human Factors behind Accidents
Tom McCready (at 1130)

New Technologies - (A management system for small Operators)
Way2Go Helicopters (at 1210)
For those interested there will be a 30 minute opportunity to learn more on
Way2Go’s Management System at 1pm

Wrap up Day Two, Close of Summit

1230

Lunch

1330

Logistics Division

Training and Development Division

1335

AGM

Building our Analytical Base
Developing factual information on the
industry and benchmarking
Bob Brownlie, GM ASL/ASPEQ

1435

AEANZ/SLAET
What Next General Discussion

Breakout Session
Fixed Wing: The myth behind overloading - our greatest cause of accidents
Andy Stevenson
Rotary: Accidents and Incidents - A new approach
John Sinclair
Industry / Training Schools Face to Face Phill Maguire, HFT (at 1400)
See article at right

WE don’t know what we don’t know. The loss of lives, personal injury, damage to aircraft,
lost productivity and high recovery costs to our industry can often be linked back to training.
Staff training is the first stage of how we introduce new staff into their role. In the days
when there was no Ag. Rating, my training consisted of 3 dual instruction loads. The rest
was look-and-learn. The results being bent spray booms, airframe foliage collection and
many experimental flights. If we kept this up – things were not going to go well.
We are all custodians of the NZ helicopter fleet. If we want a zero-harm, zero-accident
industry it requires skills and competency from capable pilots. The numbers tell us crew
are the greatest influence on our sector of aviation. So what follows; if the pilot is able to
make the right decisions, be aware of the threats and have thought of the options, he will be
productive. You will have a safe and prosperous business. It is that simple. But it is not.
Building your business, your hard earned revenue and balancing the other parts of
running a helicopter is demanding. There should be some time set aside to check your
operating plan. How and why you ‘do what you do’. How and what do you expect from a
pilot? What should he know before he arrives at your door step?
The current pilot training system in NZ follows generally two paths. One is the selffunded route. The person makes payment and receives the training. This will follow the CAA
syllabus CPL. The other is through a Diploma in Aviation course. This was developed with
industry input and includes the CPL plus training specific to NZ pilots. Included is training
in Dangerous Goods, Risk management, Night Frost op’s, Heli-deck op’s, GPS op’s, SMS,
maintenance planning and post maintenance procedures, winter op’s and several others.
This training is to provide a new CPL with some of the skills to at least understand what
they can expect when they turn up on ‘day one’ at an operators site. It is not in depth and it
will never replace the years of experience a company has in each field. But it’s a start.
So what is it we still need to do to get the accident rate down? It is simple. We work on
the six inches between their ears. How we think. Why we elect to do what we do. The coneheads (theorists in aviation slang) call it ‘Human Factors’. This is the only tool we have that
will steer our industry in the direction it needs to go. More decision making experience, more
scenarios, more real-life incidents that they can learn from.
In creating the right mindset - Build it strong, with deep foundations, will mean a safer,
better pilot, that thinks and operates on the first principles gained from their apprenticeship.

AviationNZ sincerely
thanks these sponsors
List current at 1st July

Ruby Sponsors

Gold Sponsors

Silver Sponsors

Bronze Sponsors

Other Sponsors

Incident Review Meeting (IRM)
Why I crashed on take-off, hit the wire, etc... (at 1430)

An integrated training programme
Insights into CAA thinking for the future
John McKinlay, Manager Personnel
Licensing, & Bill McGregor, CAA (at 1500)

1500

Afternoon Tea

1530
1600

Competitiveness of the NZ product
Structure of the license, Syllabus
leading into exam question structure,
ESL experiences Dawn Rogers, ASPEQ
Carlton Campbell, CAA (at 1415)

What do helicopter companies need in their pilots?

IRM Continues (at 1545)

Alcohol and Drugs - Protecting
the Industry, General Discussion
CK Rahi, Advanced Diagnostics

Time in Service Recorder Update
John Sinclair (at 1615)

NZAAA Gold Sponsor

Conference Roundup and Evaluation by Members

1620
1630

NZAAA AGM

NZHA GoldSponsors
Aviation NZ exists to lead, inspire and grow the New Zealand aviation industry through harnessing
partnerships, focussing resources and reducing constraints. Join with us and you’ll enjoy access
to a wealth of services and support, and help us to speak as One Industry with One Voice.
Membership is open to all commercial and private participants in the aviation community and
costs as little as $110 +GST per annum. If you use the n3 member discounts you’ll have your money
back within the year. More information is available at www.aia.org.nz
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Interesting People in Aviation: The KiwiFlyer Interview
contributed by Jill McCaw

An Interview with Sue Telford

President of the New Zealand Association of Women in Aviation

Have you always been interested in aviation?

WITH this issue featuring the NZ
Association of Women in Aviation
(NZAWA), we didn’t have to look far to find
a suitable ‘Interesting Person in Aviation’ to
interview. Association President Sue Telford
filled the role nicely.

I got interested at the age of ten years when I walked on board
a DC8 or 10 to Fiji and wondered how the hell this hunk of metal
got off the ground.
When did you get your PPL?

I was 18 when I began working and paying for my PPL in May
1984, finally obtaining it in December 1985. I was treating it as a
challenge to keep me motivated and had no real idea what I would
use my licence for.

Hi Sue, thanks for talking to us. You are President of
NZAWA. How long have you held the role?

I was elected at the Fielding Rally in 2011
and will hold the position for another year
until Queens Birthday 2015.

What made you decide to get a CPL?

After finding that my interests were centred on aviation I was
encouraged by my flight instructors to pursue my CPL. I began by
living in Motueka for 3 months, studying at the Nelson Aviation
College with Wally Wagtendonk. I hope this is stirring memories for
some of my older colleagues in aviation.

What drew you to the Association and how long
have you been a member?

I was drawn to NZAWA by my CFI,
Ron Pownceby in 1984. I imagine the older
members of the aviation community who knew Ron all saying “aha” now they know that. I also imagine the raised eyebrows of the
younger members of the aviation community who realise that they
were not even born then. I was 18yrs old and very much influenced
by my instructor because as a student pilot you are instructed to fly
an aircraft and what your flying instructor says is golden.
The NZAWA rally was a big thing back then with club members
traveling to rallies all around the country. It was highly important
to ensure the female members of Ron’s mob were practiced
and ready to compete. We had NZAWA members from North
Shore, Wellington Aero Club, Canterbury Aero Club, Invercargill,
Dunedin, Hamilton, and Hawkes Bay competing. The competitions
are regarded as social and ‘give it a go’ but even so, it was serious!
Back then the Aero Clubs were in full swing and the girls arrived
in uniform. These uniforms consisted of pink North Shore t-shirts
and of course red t-shirts for Canterbury with slogans of brilliance
to intimidate the opposition, not only in the flying but in the social
evenings. It was hilarious. I was hooked and looked forward to the
following year’s NZAWA fun.
Why do you believe we need an organisation like this?

Because we are minority among many in our chosen career or
passion and we need to be able to relax in an environment that
shares the same passion and enthusiasm without the neighbouring
influence.

Flying the Nomad at Milford Sound.
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the navigational practice and the opportunity to see New Zealand
from the air for my future exploits in my own aircraft. And back
then it was affordable.

What would you like to see the NZAWA achieve?

To see that our Association can continue from its inaugural
launch in 1960 into the next millennium by offering camaraderie
and support to our female aviation members.
You mentioned your CFI, Ron Pownceby. He obviously had a big influence
on you and fellow students.

Oh yes. Ron was passionate about the social aspect of GA. Our
Paraparaumu Flying School embarked on various GA events. These
events included:
- Five aircraft flying to the Annual Whitianga Seafood Dinner,
- Milkshake runs to Palmerston North in the Cherokee 6 to catch
up with our United Aviation Comrades,
- Afternoon flights with four aircraft: PP-National Park-AP-Mt
Ruapehu-PP,
- Flying School x-country to Great Barrier Island and the Bay of
Islands,
- The annual Southern Tour including Queenstown and Milford
Sound,
- And of course scheduling the annual NZ Association of Women
in Aviation Rally at our airfield.
These were made affordable by sharing the costs of running the
aircraft and so four PPL’s would fly the C172 and Student Pilots
would have a leg by leg x-country experiencing a hands-on flight in
the Cherokee 6 or C182 with an Instructor. I drew from these trips

Beach landing at Big Bay.
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You now work with your husband. Tell me about your business and the flying
you do now.

I was forced to consider flying for Airlines because I was single
at the time and living in Queenstown weighed heavily on my
pocket. Third level flying does not pay very much but the life style
in the Deep South is outstanding. Life took a slight turn upon
meeting my husband Gerald in 1994. We now have two awesome
daughters and we reside in Wanaka.
I pursued the Milford run full time until the Twin Otters
and Nomads were sold in 1998 and the challenge of Milford
Sound GPS approaches and turbine flying was taken away from
the Southern Lakes Region. From there I decided to pursue
motherhood and putting energy into our Fishing & Hunting
Services partnership.
This Guiding Operation was established in 1993 with the focus
toward fly fishing. The lucrative hunting option was introduced in
1999. A website, brochure design and an investment into the USA
Hunting shows has established our business into what it is today

What happened next?

I have ended up leaving the Kapiti Coast with my C Category
Flight Instructor Rating and pursuing my flying in the deep south
of the Southern Lakes Region. I was struck by the mountain flying
in 1988 and I have loved it ever since.
I had 10 years with Aspiring Air and Queenstown Flightseeing,
now Real Journeys, with Milford Sound and mountain scenic flying.
I flew C172, 177, 206, 207, Britten Norman Islanders, Nomads N22
& N24 and Twin Otters.
I love the Twin Otter. We flew many skiers to Mt Cook
Aerodrome so they could enjoy the pleasure of skiing the Tasman
Glacier for a day. During the early 1990s the ski planes were many
and the opportunity to fly with Cherie Marshall during the morning
snow run was education in itself. This required placing the C185
skis onto the snow to check the conditions and make the call to
proceed with the day’s snow landings. It was all ‘hands on flying’
and great fun.
The odd flight to Christchurch for the Mount Cook Airline put
me right up there as an airline pilot. Sadly that service was short
lived as the passengers did not appreciate bucket seats compared to
the HS748’s plush interior equipped with a Hostie.
Queenstown Flightseeing pioneered the GPS approach into
Milford Sound. It required the Twin Otter to climb to 13,000 feet
and pick up the western track 10 miles off shore, then descend
to 750 feet and pick up the VFR minima for Milford Sound and
proceed to land. On occasions this was not profitable for the
company because we would break visual and find the VFR minima
in Milford Sound had dropped. The Twin Otter then had to chug
its way back out on departure back to Queenstown. With 22 souls
on board it was a long trip.
Needless to say the pilot did not mind the flight experience.
I worked and flew with many great fellow pilots and I mention
some who come to mind; Paul Cooper, Andy Woods, Alistair
McMillan, Rex Dovey, Colin Drew, Dougie Bruce, Russell Beagley,
Bruce Campbell, Brian Davies, Davida Mead, Mossman Dave Moss
and Mike Buckland.

“I love the Twin Otter.”

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

If you know someone you would like to see on the Kiwi Flyer Interview page then let us know about them and we’ll try to arrange it.
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ROBINSON R66 TURBINE
6 SOLD - LIMITED 2014
SLOTS AVAILABLE
NEW, OVERHAULED, AND
PRE-OWNED R44s & R22s
ALWAYS AVAILABLE
NEW AND PRE-OWNED
AGUSTAS AVAILABLE

Contact: Brett Sanders
Bus: 		 09 299 9442
Fax: 		 09 299 9458
Mobile: 		 021 748 984
Email:		 brett@heliflitepacific.com
Web:		 www.heliflitepacific.com
Address: 168 Kittyhawk Lane,
Ardmore Airport, Auckland.
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as a professional guiding service for the fly
fisherman and hunter. Telford Fishing &
Hunting Services (www.flyfishhunt.co.nz)
has a season from October until June. We
host and guide keen fishermen and hunters
from all over the world.
I however could never give up the
aviation bug and all aviation orientated folk
out there will agree, you just cannot let go.
I therefore pursued the seasonal work off
and on from 1999 to 2003 with Aspiring
Air, flying to Milford Sound, scenic flights
to Mt Aspiring and to Mt Cook.
I bought into a C172 syndicate during
2003 and loved owning an aircraft!
I joined Flyinn (www.flyinn.co.nz)
in 2006, flying tours as a safety pilot/
instructor with overseas pilots around New
Zealand in an 180hp C172. John Penno
snapped me back into shape for my flight
instructors rating.
Our aim is to provide visiting pilots with
a unique flying experience, letting them fly
themselves and keeping them safe while
experiencing New Zealand in true aviator
style. We introduce our pilot clients to
Fiordland, mountain flying, beach landings
and strip landings. We gently introduce
hands on flying while forming a memorable
trip around New Zealand. I have great
respect for the Cessna 172, a truly versatile
aircraft.
I have met very interesting people via
Flyinn. One person comes to mind is Sue
Thompson. She is from the UK and flies
Tiger Moths even in her sprightly 70s
and she can hold and control an aircraft
beautifully because of her hands on flying
experience. I have great respect for her.
You could say I collect uniforms
around Wanaka Airfield as I fly on the
odd occasion for Southern Alps Air into
Milford Sound and flight instruct with
Wanaka Flight Training (www.learntoflynz.
com).
I have to encourage fellow flying
comrades that the mountain flying
requirement on all licences should be
completed in Wanaka. Based from Wanaka
airfield in uncontrolled airspace it is the
mecca for mountain flying in powered
aircraft and it is all hands on flying.
Who inspired/mentored/encouraged you in your
aviation career?

The person who introduced me to flying
extended an invitation to an introductory
flight with Paraparaumu Flight Training
for $12.50! As a wayward teenage soul
I mumbled, “Okay,” and arrived at the
Paraparaumu Airfield with no expectations.
KiwiFlyer Magazine Issue 34

Sitting in a C152 with my memory as a 10
year old on a DC8, I was ready to learn
what it took to get this hunk of metal into
the air.
My introductory flight instructor was
Steve Templeman. I had the pleasure of
meeting his daughter at the NZAWA Rally
last year and she is now a flight instructor!
George Richards and Alan Black
coached me through my PPL, CPL and
Flight Instructor Rating. Tony Annan was
my partner in crime pursuing the career
thereafter. Alistair McMillan was my boss
at Aspiring Air, Rex Dovey my CP with
Queenstown Flightseeing and the rest they
say is history.
Are your daughters interested in flying?

My girls have no real ambition to pursue
a career in flying but I have installed a life
skill that they will reflect upon in later life.
They have clocked up a few hours of flying
because they can and without thinking
about it I believe they could reach their
circuit training without too much trouble.
What do you do for fun?

Downhill ski, mountain bike, fly friends
around my back door, I only need an
excuse, enjoy AOPA and NZAWA fly ins,
hike our national parks, team manage field
hockey, fly fish, hunt and try my hand at
most things….
What’s your most memorable flight?

It is great to have your log books handy
when asked so many questions about your
aviation background. It is a history of your
life.
A really memorable time was an African
flying safari during August 2012. We
flew through Botswana and Zimbabwe
in a C182. I obtained my South African
pilots licence and thoroughly enjoyed the
experience.
However, upon returning to New
Zealand I have to say that I think the
best flying to be had is right here in
New Zealand. You cannot beat a beach
landing, an aerial view of Fiordland and
the remoteness of its surroundings, the
constant weather patterns, Mount Cook
and the extended Southern Alps, Golden
Bay and Tasman Bay coastal run, the
Stratford Gap in Taranaki, Mt Ruapheu,
ninety mile beach and the east coast of
Northland, Great Barrier Island and the
East Cape… need I say more?
Thanks so much for your time Sue.

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

Our targeted free circulation to all aircraft owners and the aviation industry ensures that advertising in KiwiFlyer Gets Results.
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contributed by Jill McCaw

HELISPECS
helicopter maintenance limited

celebrating 30 years of maintaining working helicopters

HELISPRAY by HELISPECS
the originator of the carbon fibre boom concept

The Tow-plane Dilemma
If your aircraft
needs some care, we can
help breathe new life into it.
Classic Aircraft Specialists

All Fabric services and restoration work undertaken
Material suppliers for all fabric requirements

for Robinson R44

l Lightweight, 72kg with 4hp
Honda l Low mass oscillation
absorbing carbon fibre booms
l All stainless / carbon fibre
construction means zero
corrosion l Fast and simple
installation and removal
l Single boom isolation option

Paint Stripping l Corrosion Removal
Paint Refinishing l Interior Refurbishment
l
l
l

for AS350 B2, B3,
and Super C

Fabric, Metal and Composite
Fixed Wing and Helicopters
Tiger Moths to Corporate Jets
All to a better than new standard that
you will be proud of for years to come.

l 1000 litre capacity with
room for foaming l Belly
tank incorporating simple one
person installation and removal
l Forward mounted carbon
fibre booms l Optional light
weight carbon fibre tank
l Single boom isolation option
l Accurate, pressure operated
contents gauge in pilot’s
console l Dump doors open
and close from pilot’s controls
for fire fighting and partial
load dumps l Designed by
Operators for Operators
l Competitively priced
l Buy NZ made

We use and supply
Superflite FAA approved
Aircraft Paint Systems
for fabric, metal
and composite aircraft.

USA

Award Winning Fabric
Covering and Finish System

www.pacificaerocoatings.com

R44 BAGGAGE PODS by HELISPECS

LIVE YOUR DREAM
FLY IN A WARBIRD

l 220 litres capacity per pod
l Light weight - each pod only
weighs 14kg l 250lb structural
load per pod l Vented for
animal carriage l Removable
drain bung for cleaning l
Simple 30 second installation
or removal l Elegant design
and excellent functionality

GIFT S
R
CHE
VOU ABLE
L
AVAI

HELIPOWER by HELISPECS

Battery Installation for Bell 206, AS350, MD369C,D,E,F,530F,600N
l Maintenance free sealed lead acid batteries
l Light weight - 15lb saving over conventional lead acid battery
l 16 amp hours (typical NiCad is only 13 amp hours l Improved starting
l Initial installation $1800+gst l Replacement batteries $700+gst

R44 GROUND
HANDLING WHEELS

EXPERIENCE THE THRILL OF FLIGHT
IN A WWII FIGHTER
WITH WARBIRD ADVENTURE RIDES
HARVARD l P-40 KITTYHAWK l SPITFIRE
CAA Part 115 certified

l Eliminates twisting loads l Increased skid
clearance l Telescoping handle

Phone Roger at HELISPECS
on 027 498 2812 to discuss
all your helicopter requirements
or email: heli.specs@hotmail.com
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MORE and more gliders these days are made with self-launching
the cord of choice. It’s lighter too, meaning more power can go to
options, i.e. engines. But most of the glider fleet, in NZ and
launching the glider, rather than dragging the length of wire across
elsewhere, aren’t. Sure, gliders can fly long distances and to great
the ground and through the air.
heights using only the energy in the atmosphere, but they have to
But most clubs still kept their Pawnees and most of their
get into the air first.
launches were aero-tows. Many switched props to make them
Tow-planes have been the predominant option for glider
quieter and more neighbour friendly but they kept flying. Until now.
launches for the last eightyish years. Immediately post WWII there
As these things happen, many of the Pawnees owned by NZ
were abundant numbers of Tiger Moths just sitting around and
gliding clubs have come to the end of their useable lives. Their
waiting to discover a new lease in life. The light little gliders of the
airframes and/or their engines are out of hours. The costs of
time easily towed behind
refurbishing these aircraft
the slow and equally light
are greater than their book
biplanes. Winching was
value. There are three
an option but aero-towing
gliding club Pawnees for
was easy and cheap. Aerosale in NZ at the moment,
towing had the benefit
all of them pretty much
over older methods of
on an ‘as is, where is’ basis.
allowing the glider to
Sadly I can’t imagine too
be towed as high as the
many takers for them.
pilot wanted and if the
tow pilot knew his stuff,
Enter the LSA
the glider would be left
Light Sport Aircraft is
in lift. This in turn lead
where
we are at for the
The Piper Pawnee has been the standard tow-plane for years, but many are nearing retirement.
to more exploration of
moment. They’re not as
areas previously out of
powerful as what we’re
reach as it would have
used to and flying a more
taken phenomenal luck
precise tow has come as
to fly to reliable lift in
a bit of a challenge to
the mountains from the
some glider pilots. They
approximately 1000 feet
also don’t leave quite
gained in a winch launch.
so much empty runway
Older and more labour
after the ground roll and
intensive methods such as
they mightn’t allow for
aero-tow retrieves out
bungee launches became a
of smaller paddocks.
thing of the past.
However, they are very
Aero-towing became
Part of the new breed of Light Sport Aircraft, this AeroPro EuroFox is under trial in Canterbury.
cheap to run and easy to
the norm and after the
maintain, both attributes being well appreciated by clubs and pilots
bloom of aerial spraying and topdressing, Piper Pawnees, Ag.
alike.
Tractors and similar became familiar sights at gliding clubs. They
Auckland Aviation Sports Club, operating from Whenuapai have
were faster and stronger than previous tow aircraft and that gave
been using a FK9 for several years with no problems. My own club,
the tow a greater margin of safety over the fence and gave the
the Canterbury Gliding Club is trialling an AeroPro EuroFox and
ability to fly combinations off shorter airfields and farm paddocks.
finding that it meets most of our needs.
The glider pilot didn’t have to fly quite so precisely because the
Other gliding clubs are looking at similar aircraft for the same
powerful motor of the plane in front would pull him back into line.
reasons. Two other examples in the current crop that have been
An out of position tow could still upset a Pawnee and accidents did
demonstrated around the country in the past year are the Foxbat
occasionally happen, but it wasn’t nearly as easy as with the lighter
A22LS distributed in NZ by Doug King from Lite Flight Green
planes.
and the Evektor Harmony distributed here by Colin Marshall of
The price of Avgas started to go up.
AeroFlight Aviation.
Back in the ‘80s or early ‘90s someone toyed with the idea of
As more of the traditional tow aircraft are retired and more
putting a car engine in a Pawnee. It would have worked but it
LSAs come into the country, we’re likely to see their popularity as
became obvious it would never be certified and the project was
tow-planes increase substantially. For more information on some of
abandoned.
these aircraft see the recreational aircraft supplement in KiwiFlyer
Avgas kept going up. The price of the tow was now the bulk of
Issue 33.
the cost of a glider flight, even if the flight lasted five hours. Many
clubs gave their winches an overhaul and reinstated them. New
I’m Jill McCaw, editor and publisher of SoaringNZ. For subscriptions,
technology and materials mean that winches no longer use fencing
wire and the ability to tie a figure eight knot with fencing tools is
Google SoaringNZ where you’ll also find the first 18 issues free to view.
no longer part of winch training. Synthetic dyneema rope is now
For information on your local gliding club see the Gliding NZ website.
KiwiFlyer invites readers to send in contributions that will be of general interest to the NZ aviation community. Call us to discuss.
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Autogyros

Maximum Fun for Minimum Cost

Subscribe to KiwiFlyer for just $25 (6 issues)

THERE’S no doubt that autogyros are enjoying a huge surge in
ensures true centreline thrust such that prop thrust passes through
popularity. Autogyro Europe (based in Germany and represented
the centre of gravity of the aircraft and pilot. That eliminates the
here by Gyrate at Tauranga) now produce a turnkey aircraft every
risk of power-push-over, an unrecoverable misfortune that befell
day. Their range extends from partially enclosed tandem machines
numerous pilots in other types some years back - and from which
through to fully enclosed side-by-side options with all glass
bad press the sport is still recovering.
instruments and luxury cockpits. They’re no more expensive than a
Those long legs also provide for significant rising rate suspension
typical two-seat fixed wing microlight, but they aren’t cheap either.
ability, ideal for rough fields and the occasional misjudged landing.
In your KiwiFlyer Editor’s
The aluminium tall tail is
opinion (and I’ve been a gyronaut
designed such that prop wash
for about 15 years now), one of
counteracts engine torque,
the best aspects of gyro flight in a
eliminating lop-sided take-offs and
well-designed gyro is the exceptional
pedal work on breaking ground.
sense of freedom they impart.
The horizontal stabiliser on the tail
Dynamically stable, incapable
is far more efficient centred in the
of stalling in slow flight, highly
prop wash and helps provide proper
manoeuvrable, with great visibility
dynamic stability to the aircraft.
and outstanding STOL abilities,
The light-weight aluminium
they offer everything from calmly
bonded ‘Dragon Wings’ rotors are
cruising with a view, to performing
tip-weighted and twisted correctly
like a dirt bike in the sky.
for efficient flight in autorotation, as
They don’t have to cost the
well as being designed to a NACA
earth. Cast your mind back to when
profile and manufactured using the
microlights were simple machines
same techniques as commercial
A single seat Dominator (with prototype 700cc 2-stroke engine).
that were inexpensive to build
helicopter rotors.
yourself from a kit or plans. There are still some very good gyro
And the list goes on. If it sounds like an advertisement and
options like that available today. In fact if you want to get airborne
readers are thinking we should put our money where our mouth
to have the most amount of fun for the least amount of money
is, so to speak, then we have. It’s high time KiwiFlyer had a project
then a gyro is probably the very best option available.
aircraft and one of these is going to be it.
A well-proven design that ticks all the boxes for simplicity, flight
We’ll publish regular updates over the next 12 months as we
stability, and robustness, is the Rotor Flight Dynamics Dominator.
work with Neil Hintz at Autoflight to create a high performance,
This American company is represented here in NZ by Autoflight at
open-frame, aviation thing of fun at a very reasonable price.
Hamilton. Whilst the Dominator design looks to some (well most)
Neil is in fact building a run of five single seat Dominators
people like a mosquito on steroids, there are sound engineering and
simultaneously so if you’d like one too then now is the time to
principles of flight reasons for almost every aspect of its design
make contact. In kit form they will cost in the order of $15k+GST
and appearance. Once those reasons are understood, it’s actually
depending on options, excluding the engine. Kits will be complete,
difficult to not to see a Dominator as looking exactly right.
ready to paint and assemble with no additional engineering
For example, the long legs are to provide a configuration that
fabrication required. A turnkey option is also available. Pods and
screens can be added and instrumentation can be as basic or
complex as desired. Engine options include Rotax 582, Subaru
EA81 standard or 115hp (aftermarket dual ignition) versions both
with zero-time reconditioning, or Rotax 912 / 912S.
We’ll be making some of those choices soon and look forward
to keeping readers up to date with progress. Watch this space…
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GEAR FOR AVIATORS: Locally owned, Great service and the Best Deal.

Bose
ICOM
Zaon
ASA
Kannad
Jeppesen
Flightcom

KiwiFlyer is a magazine
for the New Zealand
aviation community
written by enthusiasts,
for enthusiasts.
Published every 2 months,
annual subscriptions cost
just $25.
Visit our website for
secure credit card
payment, or post a
cheque to:

David Clark
l
l Aircraft Spruce
Lightspeed
l
Spidertracks
l
Aviation Gifts
l
l Collector Models
l

l
l
l
l
l
l

Ask for a quote today. Free postage on all orders over $179.

Outlets at Classic Flyers & NZ Flight Training, Tauranga Airport.
P: 0274 504 339 E: info@nzpilotshop.co.nz www.nzpilotshop.co.nz

Kiwi Flyer Limited,
PO Box 72-841,
Papakura 2244.
www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

We enhance and protect your asset. Authorised CorrosionX Applicator
Specialist Cleaning and Valet Services for all sizes of Fixed and Rotary
Wing Aircraft including Leather Care and Anti Corrosion Treatment.
AGlaze Superior Protection - Exclusive Aviation Partner in New Zealand
Contact Chris 021 262 2272

www.adnz.co.nz

Membership of the NZ Autogyro Association is free for 2014

l

www.autogyro.org.nz

If you’re involved in a project that might interest KiwiFlyer readers then let us know and we’ll share it. Contact Michael on 0800 535 937.
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Training Services

CRM Training by Bob Feerst

Train in the latest and safest
light helicopter, our brand new
Guimbal Cabri G2.

CRM in the Wire & Obstruction Environment
Taupo Suncourt Motor Lodge, 12th August, 0900-1630

Train in a rich flying environment,
with plenty of confined bush and
mountain work, longlining, and
night flying all included in our 150
hour commercial syllabus.

!NEW! CRM in Low Level Operations

Dunedin Airport Conference Facility, 14th August, 0900-1630

Train at Matamata with
Middle Earth Flying School

More information: www.totalaviationquality.co.nz

Train in real-time scenarios under
real operating conditions in real
helicopter environments.

or see News Briefs in this issue of KiwiFlyer

Personalised PPL, CPL and MEIR Training
Now registered with NZQA

FLIGHT TRAINING
THEORY COURSES
TYPE RATINGS
S300 R44 B206

No wasted taxi or holding time
Controlled airspace moments away
Focused and cost efficient
Our Tecnam Twin available for hour
building at competitive prices

CHARTER . SCENICS
PHOTOGRAPHY
FISHING . BANNERS

Our brand new Tecnam 2008 is here
Extensive new offices and classrooms
Owned and run by airline pilots with
experience spanning four decades

Ph/Fax: 09 298 1899
or 0508 CHOPPER
E: info@chopper.co.nz

Professional helicopter instruction is
our core business so at Ardmore
Helicopters you’ll fly according to your
timetable. Train with us and share the
experience our instructors (including
two A-Cats) have of military, rescue,
commercial and other operations.
Phone for an info pack today.

Training l Charter l Lifting l Hunting l Fishing
Mustering l Surveying l Filming l Fire Fighting
Seismic Support l Wild Animal Management

07 308 4188 or 0800 804 354
info@frontierhelicopters.co.nz
216 Aerodrome Rd, Whakatane
www.frontierhelicopters.co.nz

Full type ratings available in this iconic Biplane
The aeroplane is based at Rangiora
Full Aerobatic Ground course & Rating also available
Dual Rate: $420 /hr
Contact Andrew Love
P 021 818 816
E Torque_Roll@hotmail.com

www.chopper.co.nz
Malcolm: 027 484 0635 E: malcolm@mefs.co.nz

www.middleearthflyingschool.co.nz

Providing Personalised Training to Private and Commercial Pilots for over 20 years

PPL & CPL Ground School

ADVANCED MULTI-ENGINE IFR TRAINING

Training
now available
to meet new
PBN/GPS CAA
requirements

RENEW YOUR INSTRUMENT RATING NOW AND INCLUDE RNAV
SINGLE PILOT IFR COMMAND RATINGS l MULTI-CREW TRAINING
l CERTIFIED PBN/GPS COURSES RUN REGULARLY
l INITIAL AND SUBSEQUENT TWIN TYPE RATINGS ON CESSNA 402C & PIPER SENECA IV
Train for an airline in one of the best equipped multi-engine turbo charged Senecas in
the country, with highly experienced instructors that have actual airline experience.

l
l






Aviation Ground Courses
PilotBooks Training Manuals
Mock Exams

Accelerated 2-3 Day Courses
All Theory Subjects
State of the art facilities
Highly experienced Instructors

See our
website for
course dates
and details

PACIFIC PILOT TRAINING
(03) 548 2800 getflying@pacificpilot.com
27 McLaren Drive, Nelson Airport

Professional Aviation Ground Courses

www.pacificpilot.com

BTK - 17/18 November
ATPL - Spring 2014

A: Woodbourne Airport, Blenheim

Ph: 0800 743 432

NEW! iPhone Study App Available

FLIGHT TRAINING

Free Flashcard App
for iPhone available now
Check our website for new releases
of Flashcard App question banks

PilotBooks Training Manuals for:

Pacific Helicopters introduces revolutionary
safety standards with the new Guimbal Cabri G2.

PPL, CPL,
IR, BTK and ATPL

Train with New Zealand’s most experienced Cabri operators.
Limited student numbers ensure personalised career training.
Contact us for PPL and CPL training, Type Ratings for
G2, R22, R44, Night Ratings and Instructor Ratings.

See our website for full information

Christchurch International Airport
Contact Rob: P: 03 359 6891 M: 027 316 8444
0800 FLY HELI (0800 359435) E: info@pacificaircraft.co.nz

www.waypoints.co.nz
Contact: Mark Woodhouse
waypoints@clear.net.nz
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More safety. More utility. More fun !
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www.pacifichelicopterservices.co.nz

KiwiFlyer is focused on the New Zealand aviation marketplace. Call us to discuss how we can help your business.
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ZK Register Review Profiles

provided courtesy of Hawker Pacific

contributed by Penny Belworthy

ZK-STO Slepcev Storch

THE Slepcev Storch (Stork) is only the
second one of type in New Zealand;
imported, complete and ready to fly, by
Angus Robson of Matamata. This two
seat tandem aircraft was designed and
manufactured by Nestor Slepcev, of
Storch Aviation previously of Australia
but now operating from Serbia, Europe.
The Slepcev Storch is a ¾ scale version,
modified for simplicity and with dual
controls, of an aircraft also named Storch,
used by the Luftwaffe in the Second World
War for reconnaissance and personnel
carrying.
The ability to fly slowly giving plenty of
time to enjoy the scenery is what Angus
likes about this aircraft. It is designed to
handle rough paddocks or beach landings
with incredible short field capabilities,
needing just 15 metres for take-off. The
Storch is powered with a 912 100hp Rotax
engine which cruises around 65kts and
stalls at a very low 23kts. The cockpit is
fitted with a basic instrument panel and has
excellent visibility from both seats.
Construction is of 4130 chrome-moly
steel tubing for the fuselage, rudder and
elevator, with full aluminium wings. The

main landing gear is made of 4130 tubing
with travel of 250mm. Wheels are 800x6x6
fitted with hydraulic disc brakes. All models
have wing fuel tanks.
Angus’ Storch is painted up in a
camouflage Luftwaffe World War Two
African desert colour scheme. With the five
hour test period nearly complete Angus is
looking forward to doing a lot more low
and slow flying in his aircraft.

ZK-DAQ
Fly Synthesis Storch S

“gull wing” type doors make access to the
cockpit easy and the helicopter pedestal
instrument panel makes for excellent pilot
visibility.
An 80 hp engine allows 100 kts cruise in
an aircraft that also has excellent short field
capabilities. Allan Jessop of Dargaville Aero
Club is the agent for Fly Synthesis in New
Zealand and he says the Storch is an ideal
training aircraft. The amount of use and the
turnover of the machines by the Dargaville
Aero Club certainly seem to show that this
is the case. See additional article on the club
in this issue for more information.

ZK-PLC Ibis Magic GS-700

ANOTHER Storch appearing in this
register cycle is the Fly Synthesis Storch
DAQ. This two-seat microlight has been
designed for short take-offs and landings,
rapid climbs and fast cruise at modest
fuel consumption. It was designed by Fly
Synthesis of Italy and is used for training
by the Dargaville Aero Club. Due to the
club’s policy to replacing aircraft at 1500
hours, this is the third one of this type for
the club.
Like the other Fly Synthesis aircraft the
Storch makes substantial use of carbon
fibre, with the tail boom and wing spar
made from aluminium alloy riveted to the
fuselage. The aircraft is structurally rigid
and yet light weight. The high wing and

THIS is the second Ibis Magic aircraft Peter
Collins of Rangiora has owned. His first
was the Hershey-wing, 2008 design bought
in Australia. It has since been on sold and is
now registered as ZK-KAC. The first Magic
was exactly that, Peter said, “Magic.” It flew
hands-off in most conditions, was stable,
forgiving and mushed graciously rather than

stalling. It was, in Peter’s view, an ideal first
plane. However, eventually he decided he
wanted more. So Peter, along with Doug
Anderson who had flown with him in the
Magic, ordered a Robertson-wing GS700
each. Doug ordered his complete, and

Buying an aircraft? - We can help with checks and upgrades
See us for Assessments, Cosmetics, Avionics, Modifications, and Ongoing Maintenance Programmes to Suit Your Needs.

Selling an aircraft? - We can complete your preparations for sale
See us for Checks, Corrosion Control, Cosmetics, CoA, and more.
Avionics, Airframe, Engines, Hydraulics, Components…

Genuine Beech, Cessna, Piper, and Helicopter Parts in stock.
Contact Martyn Griffiths P: 09 295 1630
E: martyn.griffiths@hawkerpacific.com
Visit us at Harvard Lane, Ardmore.
www.hawkerpacific.com

NZ’s one-stop Rotary and Fixed Wing maintenance facility all under one roof

ARRIVALS - March / April 2014		
BAC BAC BAC-167 Strikemaster Mk88 RNZAF Strikemaster Limited
Dargaville Aero Club Incorporated
DAQ Fly Synthesis Storch S
DDE Tecnam P92 Eaglet U/L
Mr W L Hopcroft
DYT
Aerospool Dynamic WT9
Drake Aviation Ltd
EAS
Zenair STOL CH750
Mr H R Hamilton
HDS Guimbal Cabri G2
Waitangi Station Ltd
HTN MDHI 369E
DJ & NA Shanks Limited
HYO Aerospatiale AS 350B2
The Helicopter Line Limited
HYX Canadian Home Rotors Safari
South Pacific Home Rotors Limited
IDV
Aerospatiale AS 350B2
Mr B J Comerford
IDZ
McDonnell Douglas 500N
Heli Imports Limited
MBB MBB-BK117 A-3
Rick Lucas Helicopters Limited
IED
IPP
MBB MBB-BK117 A-4
Rick Lucas Helicopters Limited
McDonnell Douglas 500N
Rotor Flite N.Z. Limited
IRS
ITE
Kawasaki BK117 B-1
Oceania Aviation Limited
IZO
McDonnell Douglas 500N
Faram Aviation Group Limited
KNN Pacific Aerospace 750XL
Pacific Aerospace Limited
KOZ The Vintage Aviator BE2e-1
The Vintage Aviator Limited
Air New Zealand Ltd
OXE Airbus A320-232
PCJ
Elmwood Aviation Christavia Mk1 Mr P C Johnson
PJK
Boland Snakeskin 70/12
Mr P J King
PLC
Ibis Magic GS-700
Mr P L Collins
RGA Tecnam P92 Echo Classic
Canterbury Rec Aircraft Club Inc.
Slepcev Storch U/L
Mr Robson
STO
TFZ
The Vintage Aviator BE2e-1
The Vintage Aviator Limited
TMA Tecnam P2008
Tecnam Australasia Limited

Lower Hutt
Dargaville
Balfour
Rangiora
Hokitika
Kurow
Te Anau
Queenstown
Te Awamutu
Porirua
Mosgiel
Palmerston North
Palmerston North
Clevedon
Papakura
Hastings
Hamilton
Masterton
Auckland
Kaitangata
Carterton
Rangiora
Rangiora
Matamata
Masterton
Papakura

Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Microlight Class 2
Microlight Class 2
Microlight Class 2
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Amateur Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Amateur Aeroplane
Balloon
Microlight Class 2
Microlight Class 2
Microlight Class 2
Aeroplane
Aeroplane

TRANSFERS - March / April 2014
BKW Piper PA-18
CGC Cessna 185C
CWD Cessna 172S
DKH Cessna 172M
DOS Piper PA-28-180
DWS Pegasus Quantum 15-912
DXV Cessna 182P
ELB
Stoddard-Hamilton Glasair III
ENE North American Harvard 3*
EOH Cessna 180K
EWP Cessna 172RG
FGD Cessna 152
FWY Micro Aviation B22 Bantam
GPL
Glaser-Dirks DG-400
HAZ Robinson R44
HFG Robinson R44 II
HGS Hughes 369HS
HII
Robinson R22 Beta
HIW Robinson R44 II
HLG Robinson R44
HWM Bell 206B
HWP Robinson R44 II
HXB Robinson R44 II
HZS Aerospatiale AS 350BA
IAZ
Hughes 369E
IBW Eurocopter AS 350 B3
IMT
Hughes 369D
Robinson R44 II
IPZ
IRR
Robinson R44 II
Tecnam P96 Golf
JAN
JEL
Eipper Quicksilver MXL
JHS
Cessna 185C
JKI
First Strike Bobcat
JLS
Rans S-7S Courier
JMC Cessna 172S
JMG Cessna 172S
JMY
Cessna 172S
JOF
Pacific Aerospace Cresco 08-600
KAC Ibis Magic GS-700
KAS Cessna 172N
KII
Rans S-12 Airaile
LLY
Tecnam P2004 Bravo
LTX
Pacific Aerospace Cresco 08-600
NEL
Eipper Quicksilver MXL
NML Cessna 182R
NOW Piper PA-31-325
PHW TL TL-2000 Sting
PIE
Barber Snark HA/3
PNM Eagle 150B
PTN
DHC-1 Chipmunk Mk 21
PUB
Micro Aviation B22 Bantam
ROC Piper PA-34-200
RSB
Jodel D.11
RSQ Piper PA-34-220T
RWJ Vans RV 7
Micro Aviation B22 Bantam
SKI
SWA Pacific Aerospace 750XL
TOW Piper PA-18A-150
TOW Piper PA-18A-150
TTD
Avtex Lancair 360
UTC
Foxcon Aviation Terrier 200
WKT Cessna 172S
YKV
Yakovlev Yak-55M

Papakura
Amberley
Whitianga
Westport
Dunedin
United Kingdom
Mosgiel
Oxford
Christchurch
Red Beach
Papakura
Levin
Ward
Wellsford
Motueka
Taupo
Opotiki
Dannevirke
Taupo
Wanaka
Whangarei
Whangarei
Auckland
Hamilton
Queenstown
Rotorua
Waikaia
Manukau
Motueka
Waihi Beach
Tuakau
Whitianga
Christchurch
Cromwell
Papakura
Queenstown
Papakura
Hamilton
Richmond
Wanaka
Temuka
Feilding
Napier
Tuakau
Papamoa
Rangiora
Auckland
Papakura
South Australia
Masterton
Hokitika
Wellington
Whangarei
Palmerston North
Wanaka
Dunedin
Gisborne
Mount Maunganui
Wanaka
Brightwater
Motueka
Albany
Paeroa

Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Aeroplane
Amateur Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Power Glider
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Helicopter
Microlight Class 2
Microlight Class 1
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 1
Microlight Class 2
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Microlight Class 2
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 1
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Microlight Class 2
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Aeroplane
Amateur Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Amateur Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Amateur Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Aeroplane
Aeroplane

Miss L M Butler
Mr H D Bethell
Mercury Bay Aero Club (Inc)
Mr N C Cleine
Central Radio Services Ltd
Mr J J Summers
Mr C W Mitchell
Mr P E Mason
BDH Investments Ltd
Mr C W Thomson
Auckland Aero Club (Inc) Ardmore
Mr N C Mauchline
Mr C A Anderson
Mr T J Harrison
Coast To Coast Helicopters
Heli Adventure Flights Limited
Central Helicopters (2014) Limited
Mountain View Farms
Heli Adventure Flights Limited
Western Pacific Helicopters Limited
Far North Helicopters Limited
Moekura Properties Limited
Partner Group Limited
Aeromotive Leasing Limited
Heli Tours Limited
Ngatapa Station Limited
High Country Helicopters Ltd
Helisika Agricultural Limited
Coast To Coast Helicopters 2013
DJJ Syndicate
Mr G A Lovegrove
Mr J H Stephenson
Mr G C Main
Rietveld & McClintock Syndicate
Auckland Aero Club (Inc)
Wakatipu Aero Club (Inc.)
Auckland Aero Club (Inc)
Super Air Limited
Skippen & Middleton Partnership
Classic Flights Limited
Mr J M F Talbot
Middle Districts Sports Flying Club
Aerospread Limited
Mr G A Lovegrove
Mrs MA Lloyd
Mr C D Andrew
Mr P H Woollett
J & C Dale
AGRI Partners
NZ Sports & Vintage Aviation Soc.
PUB Partnership
Wellington Aero Club (Inc)
Mr D S Gwilliam
Rick Lucas Helicopters Limited
Mr A J Clarry
Mr T E Ross
Farmers Air Ltd
Mr A D Gormlie
Mrs K Smith
Johnson Aviation Importers Ltd
Zenair Microlite Syndicate
North Shore Aero Club (Inc)
Mr S S Geard

DEPARTURES - March / April 2014 		
CBN Druine Turbulent Ultra Light
Mr N W Izard
Te Awamutu
CGG Cessna 185C
Mr D I Sarginson
Wanaka
CMD Victa Airtourer 100
Mr R I McCready
Wanganui
CNQ Piper PA-28-140
The Great NZ Honey Company Ltd. Christchurch
CNW Piper PA-28-140
Mr A A Qazi
Auckland
CSL
Cessna A188
Mr M Hume
Hamilton
DIQ
Piper PA-28-140
Andreas Walther Nominees
Malaysia
DOL Cessna 172M
Mr G J Rea
Auckland
DUX Piper PA-28-151
Mr A W Payne
Auckland
EVC Piper PA-38-112
Mr D A O’Reilligh
Napier
EYB
Piper PA-38-112
Canterbury Aero Club (Inc)
Christchurch
FJF
Thruster Aircraft Thruster
Mr B S Kendall
Christchurch
continued over page... 		

Microlight C1
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
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ZK Review
consequently was flying two years before
Peter. Peter spent a year or so putting an
Odyssey instrument system into his plane
as well as swapping the 912S engine for a
912iS (the injected version).
The Ibis GS-700 Magic features a
strut-braced high-wing, two side-by-side
seats, fixed tricycle landing gear, a forward
opening door, and reshaped side and rear
windows and electric trims. The ailerons
droop and the flaps can be reflexed so
the new wing offers a wider range of
performance but has to have more active
input to achieve the full potential.
Peter first flew his new Ibis on 8th May
and at time of writing had done 24 hours.
His last flight was a Rangiora - Hokitika
return. The aircraft cruises at 85 knots at
5200 rpm and uses 14.4 litres per hour.
He says an increase in rpm to 5400 uses
25 litres for only a slight increase in speed.
Peter said it flew beautifully, hands-off, all
the way over the Pass and back. In fact he
ate his lunch over the Worsley Pass, with his
feet just resting on the pedals. Hands are
only needed for tight manoeuvring.
The photo above shows Peter’s first Ibis
(now KAC) with his new Ibis PLC under
construction in the background.

KiwiFlyer

Kiwi Flying History
contributed by John Nicolson
...from previous page
FMY CFM Shadow Series B-D
GDM Slingsby T.50 Skylark 4
GNT Schleicher ASW 20C
GZK Rolladen Schneider LS6-18w
HBU Aerospatiale AS 350B2
HCQ Robinson R44
HND Aerospatiale AS 350B2
HQK Hughes 369E
HUA Robinson R22 Beta
HWV Hughes 269C
IAH
Robinson R22 Beta
ICM Helipod KC518
IHD
Eurocopter AS 350 B3
IIR
MBB MBB-BK117 B-2
IQL
MBB MBB-BK117 B-2
IQN Hughes 369D
IXS
Robinson R66
JEK
Barber Snark HA/3
JHL
Rockwell 114
JKP
Aerochute Aerochute Dual Deluxe
MEW Grumman G-164A
MZP Zenith Zodiac CH 601-XL
NGO Boeing 737-37Q
NPN Cessna 152
PJM
Viking Dragonfly
RJS
Cessna 210
SCR
Thunder & Colt AX8-105 Series II
SJB
Boeing 737-33R
TJG
Cessna 172M
TLC
Boeing 737-3B7
WCO SG Aviation Storm 300

Mr D J Taylor		
Mr A H Johnstone
Auckland
Mr D d S F Fagundes
Australia
Mr N E S Reekie
Kirwee
HNZ New Zealand Limited
Nelson
C J Thompson Ltd
Kaitaia
HNZ New Zealand Limited
Nelson
Oceania Aviation Limited
Papakura
Abel Tasman Helicopters
Motueka
Harbour City Helicopters Limited
Whakatane
Dr D N Allen
Gisborne
Composite Helicopter MFG Limited Albany
HNZ New Zealand Limited
Nelson
Airwork (NZ) Limited
Papakura
Airwork (NZ) Limited
Papakura
Heli Tours Limited
Queenstown
Skysales Aviation (NZ) Limited
Christchurch
J & C Dale
Papakura
Jubatus Holdings Ltd
Whangarei
Mr J M R Anderson
Te Puke
Mr M Hume
Hamilton
Mr R S Prince
Kumeu
Air New Zealand Ltd
Auckland
New Plymouth Aero Club (Inc)
New Plymouth
Dragonfly Syndicate
Christchurch
Ross Ag Air Limited
Australia
Mr R J Walczak
Carterton
Air New Zealand Ltd
Auckland
T G Pilot Services
Arrowtown
Airwork Flight Operations Limited Manukau
C A & M H Schadler
Whakatane
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Contact Owen Walker
Phone: 09 295 1407
Fax:
09 296 1728
Mobile: 021 987 397
Email: owen.walker@apaero.co.nz

Ag. Planes Past and Present
Part 9 - PAC Cresco 08-600/750
BETWEEN mid-1967 and late 1979 the conversation between
1981 with Fieldair. In its earlier life, LTR was registered ZK-TMM
pens at the sale yards would have been about the sights and sounds
between 2003 and 2012 and has since been flying with Ravensdown
of strange-looking ag. planes at the technological forefront of
Aerowork Ltd where it was re-registered ZK-LTR. There were
aerial agriculture - in the form of retrofitted turbo-powered (or
39 PAC Crescos built, the first nine of which were the 600shp
‘jet-prop’) Fletchers ZKLycoming LTP101CTZ, BHQ and the 665shp
powered versions (to c/n
CYY. All three jet-props
009.)
were reasonable successes
In 1992 the ag special
in their own right, even
Canadian-built 750shp
though BHQ was active
P&W PT6A-34AG turbo
for only nine months. An
engine, which became the
old hand now at 35 years
factory-standard Cresco
of age, the PAC Cresco
powerplant, first appeared
was effectively fathered by
in Cresco 08-600 ZK-PWT
our original jet-props and
- and four of the original
is much more than just
‘08-600s were re-equipped
an overgeeked Fletcher
with the new P&W
- although some of the
750shp engine. The first
Fletcher’s best features
production ‘750shp version
have been re-employed in
was ZK-TMO in early
the Cresco, not least of
1996; TMO was cancelled
which is the nose-dragger
following an accident
configuration, a debateable Firing-up local and international interest in turbo-prop heavy lift ag. planes in the late 1970s on the job in 2001. The
preference among ag.
Cresco 750’s exceptional
was the Kiwi-built PAC Cresco 08-600 (as above) - the first ever clean sheet turbo-prop
ag. plane to fly in the world. LTW is an original ‘750shp version and is one of 25 current MTOW rate of climb, from
pilots.
ZK-Crescos. It entered the ag. workforce as ZK-WAT in mid-1997 and has since served
The only other purpose- with
which comes its superiority,
Wyndon Aviation Ltd and Aerial Sowing. LTW soldiers-on nowadays with Ravensdown
built nose-dragger ag.
is an eye-watering 1,657ft/
Aerowork Ltd. (Photo via Dave Paull.)
plane of note, by the by,
min at SL (or 1,060ft/min
was the 1965 Australian-built, fully aerobatic 300hp Transavia
at 8,000ft) and its useful payload is 4,750lb/2.1 tonne, with a typical
PL-12 Airtruk/Skyfarmer (aka the ‘Pod’) with its 2,000lbs payload
working tempo of 30 tonnes per hour.
and a ROC of 800ft/min. About 35 of the 118 PL-12s built were
As it is with Fletchers, in terms of those with turbine-engine
imported from 1966, 18 of which were assembled here. The PL-12
mods/implants, we’re not differentiating between the Cresco 08Airtruk was developed of the NZ-built 550hp PL-11 Airtruck (note
600 and the ‘750 examples as impartial entities. Notwithstanding its
the different spelling - a copyright thing) ag. plane of 1960, which
remarkable CV, lady luck didn’t smile on the Cresco and the type
really did look as though it was built by a committee. (See KiwiFlyer
didn’t, oddly enough, achieve its forecasted potential in terms of
Issue 33, p55 for more on the PL-11 Airtruck.)
sales. Meanwhile, the dynamic duo of the Cresco and the incredibly
Anyway, a leading thought among some 400hp Fletcher
enduring Fletcher FU-24 continue to shoulder the lion’s share of
operators was that maybe it could be doing more - given the demise
the local fixed wing aerial agricultural work load.
		
of the last of the three prop-jets (CTZ) in mid-1979. It happened
Next: The Czechoslovakian Zlin Z-37T/Z-137T.
		
that the PAC people, from the mid-1970s, were already working on
their new-age, first-of-type plans for a modern STOL turboprop
capable of carting hefty loads of super from existing farm airstrips.
PAC’s prototype surfaced on February 28, 1979 as the Cresco
08-600, ZK-LTP. The new Cresco had a payload of 4,100lbs/1.8
Join New Zealand’s most colourful aviation fraternity
tonnes, a MTOW ROC of 1,245ft/min and was powered by
Membership includes free access to the Visitor Centre and weekly email ‘Ops Orders’
newsletter. Associate Membership $105. Full Membership $160.
a 600shp Lycoming LTP-101 turbo-engine. LTP’s hopper was
humungous at 62.5cu/ft - the 400hp FU-24-954’s hopper was 46
Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
cu/ft and the early turbo Fletcher CYY had a 50 cu/ft hopper (and
Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
the DHC-2 Beaver’s hopper was 35 cu/ft.) During a test flight in
late 1979 LTP suffered a major airframe failure when the all-moving
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
tailplane broke away and the plane was wrecked in the ensuing crash
Phone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
- the pilot was able to parachute to safety.
Post to:
New Zealand Warbirds Association Limited.
The second prototype Cresco ZK-LTQ, now with Super Air
Ardmore Airfield.
Phone: (09) 298 9207
Ltd of Hamilton, flew in mid 1980 with a dorsal fin (a new fitment
PDC 14
Email: NZWarbirds@paradise.net.nz
to all successive Crescos) and a fixed tailplane. ZK-LTR was the
Papakura 2244
www.nzwarbirds.org.nz
first production 600shp Cresco and was operational from early

NEW ZEALAND WARBIRDS

www.apaero.com.au
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NEW Robinson R22 Beta II

Bell 47
M*A*S*H
Helicopter
Business
Unique helicopter ‘Flight
Experience’ operation FOR SALE.
BELL 47G with good times to run.
Proven opportunity to join
Warbirds and local Country shows
and fairs. Always attracts a crowd
and popular with all age groups.
Includes ground support vehicle
and trailer, merchandise and
memorabilia. CAA Part 119 AOC
exposition included. $228,000
+GST Ph: 021 485 996 or
email: dpmaguire@xtra.co.nz

New Robinson R22 Beta II. POA.
Contact Brett, Heliflite Pacific (NZ) Ltd,
Ph: (09) 2999 442, Email: brett@heliflitepacific.com

NEW Robinson R44 Raven I and II

Safari Kit Helicopter

Guimbal Cabri G2

								page

Fly a real helicopter without the high cost of a commercial
built type. Dependable O-360 Lycoming. Rugged design.
4130 chrome moly frame. Shaft driven tail rotor - no belts.
Titanium spindles and transmission shafts. Chip detectors. High
inertia composite main rotor blades. Titanium tail rotor blades.
Governor. Cyclic trim. Cabin heat. Roomy cabin. Contact Bruce
Belfield, AU and NZ Dealer. Hm 07 871 5699 Mb 027 696 5159
E: brucenik@xtra.co.nz
www.safarinz.com

Now available in New Zealand, the revolutionary
Guimbal Cabri G2 is the safest helicopter in its class.
Contact Pacific Aircraft Sales for more information.
Phone Terry: 03 359 3681 or 027 433 2647
email: terry@pacificaircraft.co.nz www.cabri.co.nz

AS355 F2
Helicopter
ZK-IHF

2011 Tecnam
P92 Echo
Classic De-Luxe
LSA model. Currently on microlight
register but can register as either.
Full panel including night VFR
package and gyros.
Icom VHF. Garmin transponder.
PS intercom.

Corporate configuration
6 passenger seats.
Full details available from
funnell@heliserv.co.nz

Exceptional example. Always
maintained by LAME & kept to CAA
P115 commercial ops standard.

Also available

Sold with 2 blade GT propeller, big
wheels, fitted ELT and fresh annual.
$85,000+GST

NEW Robinson R66 Turbine

AS350 FX2
For sale or lease

To view this very tidy Tecnam:
Ph. 03 750 0780 or email info@
riversafaris.co.nz for further details.

New Robinson R44 Raven I and II. POA.
Contact Brett, Heliflite Pacific (NZ) Ltd,
Ph: (09) 2999 442, Email: brett@heliflitepacific.com

Private Airfield and Hanger complex
at Pudding Hill, Methven for lease

Expressions of interest are invited
for the lease of a 800m grass
strip and associated facilities at
Pudding Hill Airfield located at the
base of Mt Hutt Skifield, approx
1hrs drive from Christchurch and
10 mins from Methven.
The modern facility includes two
hangers, training rooms, offices
and a customer greeting area, is
extensively landscaped and has
stunning views of the Southern
Alps and Mt Hutt skifield.
Previously home to the New
Zealand Skydiving School, this
rare opportunity is now available.
Please contact Steve Smith at
steve@Skydivingnz.com
or 021 432 140

6 Sold - Enquire now for available slots.
4 PAX + Pilot, Cruise Speed 120 kts, 927 lb usable at
max fuel. Contact Brett, Heliflite Pacific (NZ) Ltd,
Ph: (09) 2999 442, Email: brett@heliflitepacific.com

AS350 SD2

Just completing 12 year inspection

TWIN ENGINE AIRCRAFT FOR SALE
1981 Navajo ‘C’

Immaculate paint & Interior. 310 HP engines 491 & 551 SFN.
1309/1249 to run. VG Kit. Ambulance kit. De-ice. Radar. Triple Coms.
Motivated Seller seeks serious offer. Call for full details.

1976 Navajo ‘C’

Excellent paint & interior. 310 HP engines: 899/1597 to run.
Crew & cargo doors. Wing lockers. VG kit. Many upgrades.
$295,000 +GST if sold in NZ. Trades and Financing proposals considered.

1980 Cessna 421-C ‘Golden Eagle’

About KiwiFlyer Magazine
KiwiFlyer is published every two months by Kiwi Flyer Limited.
Editor: Michael Norton
Subscription rates: KiwiFlyer is delivered free to every NZ
aircraft operator and aviation document holding business.
Others may subscribe for just $25 (6 issues). Back issues may
be downloaded free from our website.
All correspondence or enquiries to: Kiwi Flyer Limited,
PO Box 72-841, Papakura, Auckland 2244.
Phone: 0800 KFLYER (0800 535 937)
Email: editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz Web: www.kiwiflyer.co.nz
Advertising deadline for the next issue is 4th August.
See rate card on www.kiwiflyer.co.nz
Unsolicited material is very welcome on an exclusive basis but
none can be acknowledged or returned unless accompanied by
a stamped, self addressed envelope. No responsibility can be
accepted for loss or damage to unsolicited material. Opinions
expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of Kiwi
Flyer Limited or the Editor. All rights reserved. The contents of
KiwiFlyer are copyright and may not be reproduced in any form
without written permission from the Editor. ISSN 1170-8018
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Reach thousands of Kiwi Flyers with your classified advertisement
For private advertisers, classified advertising in KiwiFlyer is discounted to only
$35 including GST for 50 words and a colour photograph. Or pay by column
space at the rate of only $10 including GST per column centimetre. Please
contact us for commercial advertising rates.
Send your advert details and cheque made out to Kiwi Flyer Limited to
Kiwi Flyer, PO Box 72-841, Papakura, Auckland 2244.
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Classified deadline for the next issue is 8th August.
Don’t forget to include all of your contact details in your advertisement.
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Excellent paint & interior. Only 5810 hours TTSN. Engines: 855/855 SFRM.
745/745 to run. Full de-ice. VG kit. SIDS compliant.
Motivated Seller seeks offer. Call for full details.

2011 Tecnam P2006T

As new. Ideal multi-trainer or private 4 place Twin. 560 hours SFN.
Glass and analogue cockpit. Big discount on new.
$550,000 +GST if sold in NZ. Offers considered.
T: 09 298 6249
M: 0294 923 160
E: dennis@DtiAircraftSales.com
www.DtiAircraftSales.com
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AVAILABLE FOR HIRE FROM TAURANGA

Cessna
Caravan 208
1990. 3600 hrs TT A&E.
Immaculate condition
with only 9 hours on
interior since refit and
repaint in 2008.
Available early May
in New Zealand.

Tecnam Sierra RG based at Tauranga is available for hire at
$165 per hour plus landing fees and Airways charges. Pilots
need 100 hours and a NZ microlight licence - either RAANZ or
SAC. Dynon Skyview glass cockpit with auto pilot and CSU.
Email: daysbaynz@gmail.com or phone 022 601 1506.
Ideal for cross country flying and extended trips.

Contact Steve Smith,
steve@skydivingnz.com
or 021 432 140

Arion Lightning

BELL 206A
JET RANGER
$340,000 +GST
Lowest cost turbine to own.
90 Litres hour @ 110kts
AVIONICS: King KY96A VHF,
Garmin 430 GPS/VHF,
Garmin GTX 320A Transponder,
ACK A-30 Blind Encoder.

35 TT, always hangered, Jabiru 3300 with aeroinjector
carb, 140 kts @22l/hr, dual Grand Rapids Sport EFIS,
EIS6000 digital engine monitor, Garmin SL40, Garmin
GTX327, PM1000 intercom, 2-axis autopilot, LED
wingtip Nav/strobes and landing light, dual brakes with
stainless lines, extended fuel tanks 112 litres, wheel
pants with full fairings, MK2 tail mod, electric trim (elev,
rudder+flap), Artex 406 ELT, and more. $79,000 ONO.
P: 07 839 4080 or 021 513 839 E: ritchie@wave.co.nz

EQUIPMENT: Cargo Hook, Wire
cutter installed, Tie Downs and
Covers, Ground handling wheels.
Great times, fresh inspection,
3 year TT straps, type rating
included. Ph: 021 485 996 or
email: dpmaguire@xtra.co.nz

2001 TECNAM P92-2000RG “ECHO” ZK-TRG
Just 239 hrs since new. Rotax 912S. VHF COM &
Transponder. Retractable. MCTOW 544 kg.
Deceased Estate. Asking $79,900 +GST if sold in NZ

1978 PIPER PA28-161 ZK-KAT Low price IFR
Trainer with “Glass” Instruments. Engine 1195 hrs /
7 years to run. Many upgrades. Long range fuel mod.
Asking $75,000 +GST if sold in NZ. Offers considered.

1967 BOLKOW 208C JUNIOR ZK-EDH
Only 2574 Hours Since New. Very tidy in & out.
Continental 0200A. Engine 1038 Hours to run.
Aerobatic 2 seater. Asking $35,000 +GST (if any)

1976 PIPER ARROW II ZK-EKR. Very tidy example.
Surplus to owner’s requirements. 200 HP engine 750 hrs TBO.
IFR equipped. Always hangared.140 kt cruise. Well maintained.
Asking Price $85,000 +GST if sold in NZ.
Serious offer considered. Immediately available at Ardmore.

1974 PIPER CHEROKEE CRUISER ZK-DOQ
6945 Hrs SN. Overall light Beige/cream with Blue accent stripes.
Mid-Grey & Light Grey seats. Red side panels. Grey carpets. 160 HP
engine 1200 Hrs to run. Always Hangared. Fresh ARA & 100hr Aug
2013. Low priced & reliable 4 seater. $39,950 +GST if sold in NZ

1976 PIPER PA25-235 PAWNEE D ZK-JWW
Only 2723 Hours Since New. 250 HP Lycoming Engine.
2723 Hours total time. 764 Hours since O/H.
1263 Hours to run. Tow hook included. Spray gear
included. Asking $129,500 +GST if applicable.

1980 Cessna 172-N Skyhawk ZK-KAS
Tidy 8820 Hrs SN. O320-D2J. 160 HP engine, 1112 Hrs since factory o/h in 2008.
2 Cessna NAV-COMS, Transponder, ADF, VOR/ILS DME. Fresh 100 hr and ARA.
SIDS compliant. $85,000 +GST if sold in NZ. Trade-in considered.

2012 CESSNA 162 SKYCATCHER ZK-SKC
Only 26 Hrs SN with warranty. Hangared at Ardmore.
$40,000 below new price. Asking $175,000 +GST if sold
in NZ. Trade-in considered. Finance may be available.

Contact Dennis: P. 09 298 6249 | M. 0294 923 160 | E. dennis@dtiaircraftsales.com
Visit us at Harvard Lane, Ardmore Airport, Papakura.
www.DtiAircraftSales.com
International Aircraft Sales and Acquisitions for 46 years.
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Buy it and we will teach you to fly it !
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1972 CESSNA 177B CARDINAL ZK-DFV
9266 Hours Since New. Fresh 100 hour & ARA August 2013.
Engine 1265 TSO. 736 to run. Call for details.
Asking $59,500 +GST if sold in NZ. Finance may be available.

DENNIS THOMPSON
INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
*all prices exclusive of GST

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

EXCLUSIVE NZ DISTRIBUTORS FOR DART AEROSPACE
Free catalogues available (printed or electronic) or visit www.dartaerospace.com

Contact Martyn Griffiths | Manager Ardmore | P: 09 295 1630 | M: 027 808 0094 | E: martyn.griffiths@hawkerpacific.com

